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Loeal man may someday
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Reagan says Jackson
didn't violate the law
with diplomacy trips
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- President Reagan said Monday the
Rev. Jesse Jackson did not
violate the law with his selfstyled diplomatic missions to
Syria and Cuba but expressed
hope that such trips "would not
become a general practice."
In comments last week about
Jackson's trip, Reagan had raised the issue of prohibitions
under the 185-year-old Logan
Act against private citizens
negotiating with foreign governments. He said the government
would not prosecute Jackson for
his travels but suggested he
abandon any plans to go to the
Soviet Union to seek the release
of dissident Andrei Sakharov.
Talking to editors and broadcasters from Mid-Atlantic and
Midwestern states Monday.
Reagan alluded to his earlier
remarks and said: "I was only
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At 6:6 percent,
county's jobless
rate area's lowest

calling attention to the fact that
there is such a thing and that
private citizens cannot go and
literally try to negotiate terrns
and arrangments with foreign
governments.
"I don't think there's been any
evidence of that being broken by
Rev. Jackson," he added. "I
think that it would be very'
dangerous if this became a
political ploy for candidates in
the future."
Jackson is seeking the
Democratic presidential
nomination
Reagan said he was grateful
to Jackson for winning the
release from Syria of downed
American airman Robert Goodman, calling it "a humanitarian
thing" and "something I
couldn't have done officially."
He said he also said he was glad
that 48 Cuban and American
prisoners were released from
Cuban jails as a result of

President Ronald Reagan

The Rel. Jesse Jackson

Jackson's visit to Havana.
But, Reagan added, "I could
have done without some of the
criticisms of American policy
that were made while he was in
those foreign countries. But it is
a thin line that has to be walked
and I would hope that it would
not become a general practice."
Jackson, who had consulted
with the State Department

before his trip to etym. and Central America, said last week he
had applied fork visa to visit the
Soviet Union. He accused
Reagan of trying to divert attention frdm "the failure of his
policy in Central America."
Reagan spoke to the editors
and broadcasters at a White
House-sponsored luncheon in the
State Dining Room.

Meeting

Thursday

Extension tax plan
raises questions

NATURE'S WAYS - Children are gathering at the Calloway
County Public Library on Mondays to study nature's creatures
and creations. Above, program director Jane Sisk helps Derek
Yandermolen, Marty Kora and Justin Manna identify pond critters. Below, she is with Melody Parker, Ashley Taylor, Tracey
Brown and Valaerie Bouren as they study minerals through
microscopes.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The proposal to levy a 2-cent
tax to support the Calloway
County Extension Service seems
to have raised more questions
than objections.
While several business
leaders disagree with the manner in which the tax has been
brought forth, some feel they
don't know enough about the extension service to oppose or support the tax per se. And while
some farmers may have questions about the method of taxation, they are solidly behind the
extension service.
There are those, of course,
who don't want to see any new
tax in the city and county period.
The issue may become clearer
after a meeting Thursday night
between County Attorney Max
Parker and the Calloway County
Extension Board. Parker and
the fiscal court feel there are
enough ambiguities concerning
the extension board's authority
to levy the tax that a legs
clarification should be obtaineu
before implementing it.
The extension board, a sixmember body appointed by the
county judge-executive, voted in
May to implement a tax of two
cents per $100 property valua-

tion to support the extension service. The service includes three
agents - agriculture, home
economics and 4-H - plus
publications, seminars and
other information provided by
the Cooperative Extension Service based at the University of
Kentucky.
More than half the counties in
Kentucky have an extension tax.
The controversy in Calloway is
that the extension board, citing
a 1978 legislative act and a
subsequent attorney general's
opinion, says it is authorized to
levy the tax without fiscal court
approval.
A tax imposed by a nonelected body, not the tax itself, is
(Cont'd on page 2)

Purcell loses
in 1st round
GSTAAD, Switzerland Murray tennis pro Mel
Purcell lost his first-round
match to Stefan Hermann,
1-6, 6-3, 6-2, Monday in the
Swiss Open Tennis
Tournament

The unemployment rate in
the Purchase area dropped
from a revised 11.0 percent in
April to a preliminary 10.1
percent in May. Area jobless
rates ranged from a low of 8.6
percent in Calloway County to
a high of 16.9 percent in Marshall County. Five of the
district's eight counties
reported unemployment
rates above 10.0 percent.
Meawhile, across the state,
unemployment rate in 99 Kentucky counties decreased between April and May as the
state rate declined six-tenths
of a percent, according to
Cabinet for Human
Resources figures recently
released. The rate increased
in 18 counties and remained
the same in three.
In May there were 51 counties with unemployment rates
of 10.0 percent or higher,
compared to 67 in April. The
preliminary state rate in May.
was 8.9 percent, down from a
revised April rate of 9.5 percent. Comparable national
figures were 7.2 percent in
r-idirrard ?.percent in April.
Bourbon County reported
the state's lowest rate, 3.2
percent, followed closely by
Woodford County; which
reported a 3.7 percent rate.
Menifee County reported the
state's highest rate, 27.1
percent.
"This is the first time since
November 1983 that the
highest county rate was
below 30.0 percent," said
state labor market analyst
Ed Blackwell. "Overall the
employment picture continues to improve."
He said, "Employment has
been increasing steadily all
year and, along with the
state's labor force, reached a
record high in May. We've
seen employment gains
across the board, not just in
seasonal job's, which indicates steady economic
improvement."
In May there were 1,590,000
Kentuckians who were working, an increase of 19,300 over
April's employment and
78,200 more than in May 1983.
Total unemployment was
estimated to be 156,100 in
May, down 9,100 from April's
185,200 and 53,800 below the

109,900 unemployment figure
for May 1983.
Employment gains were
made in agriculture (7.400),
construction (5,300), trade
(4,700), manufacturing
( 1,900) and in other
nonagricultural employment
(1,5001, which includes
domestic workers and people
who are self-employed.
Employment also was up in
bituminous coal mining (600)
and finance, insurance and
real estate (900).
The state's civilian labor
force swelled to a record
1,746,100, up from 1,735,900 in
April and 1,721,700 in May
1983. The civlian labor force
includes only non-military
persons who are employed
and unemployed people who
actively are seeking work.
The unemployment rate in
the Lexington metropolitan
area decreased from a revised 4.5 percent in April to a
preliminary 4.3 percent in
May. In the area comprised
of Fayette, .Bourbon, Clark,
Jessamine, Scott and Wood.
ford counties, the number of
employed grew from an
estimated 18;,838 in April to
181,973 in May, while the
number of unemployed dropped from 8,472 to 8,098. The
civilian labor force estimate
for the area declined during
that period, from 190,310 to
190,071.
In the Louisville
metropolitan area the
unemployment rate decreadt'
ed from a revised 8.9 percent
in April to a preliminary 8.6
percent in May. In the area
comprised of Jefferson,
Bullitt and Oldham counties
in Kentucky and Floyd and
Clark counties in Indiana, the
number of employed grew
from 398,479 in April to 402,693
in May, while the number of
unemployed dropped from
38,911 to 37,756. The civilian
labor force for the area increased from 437,390 in April
to 440,449 in May.
The monthly sample of
unemployment insurance
benefits recipients showed
33.9 percent had worked in
trade, 24.5 percent in construction, 16.0 percent in
manufacturing and 13.2 percent in services.

In Marshall, fiscal court asked for tax
While the Calloway County
Fiscal Court is balking at implementing a 2-cent extension
tax because of legal concerns,
Marshall County has been levying a tax that was initiated by
the fiscal court.
Marshall levies a 1.2 cent tax
that brings in about $50,000 a
year for the extension service.
That money goes to pay part of
the secretary's salary and for office equipment, travel expenses,

utility costs, and payments on
the new building that was acquired to house the service after
imposition of the tax.
According to county officials,
there has been no significant opposition to the tax
"To my knowledge, we have
never had one single complaint
about the service or the tax,"
said Darrel Tichenor, Marshall
County agricultural extension
agent.

County Finance Officer Dan
Drake also said there were no
major objections when the tax
was implemented four or five
years ago. The fiscal court requested an extension tax district
be formed because of its own
funding restrictions
"This was an avenue open to
them to free up dollars they had
been putting into our program,"
Tichenor explained.
The county attorney checked
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excess of 105 degrees
Today: Hazy very hot and
humid. Highs in the mid to upper 90s. Southwest winds 10 to
•

Excessive heat arid humidity Tuesday and Wednesday
with a daytime heat index in

1.5•10Ph
Tonight: Fair and' warm.
Lows in the mid to upper 70s.
South- winds 5 to 10 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.9
Barkley Lake,

into the legality of levying the
tax, and after receiving the attorney general's positive opinion, "there was no question on
it past that," Tichenor said.
There had been an extension
council prior to the tax, but the
fiscal court reappointed council
members to form an extension
board that had authority to levy
the tax. There was no disagreement between the fiscal court
(Cont'd on page t)
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PERSPECTIVE
The other side
of the day after
You will recall that ABC Television, which
specializes in silly sitcoms and steamy melodramas, tried to seize the moral high ground last
fall by alerting Americans to the horrors of
nuclear war. The network spent $7 million to produce "The Day After." a TV movie that vividly
depicted the destruction of Kansas City and the
subsequent agonies of survival in nearby
Lawrence, Kan.
Even though many reviewers dismissed the
film as a crashing bore, it earned record profits,
having been seen in approximately 35 million
American homes. The production also stirred up
considerable controversy because it was aired
several weeks prior to the deployment of the first
Pershing 11 and cruise missiles in Western
Europe.
ABC tried to blunt some of the criticism by including a postproduction discussion of the pros
and cons of America's nuclear deterrent. Still,
the network was accused of promoting unilateral
disarmament. ABC denied the charge, but seemed stung by the criticism nevertheless. In any
event, ABC has tentatively decided to produce
another film showing what life would be like in
an American town under Soviet occupation.
Although we have no illusions about ABC's
motives in making a sequel of sorts to "The Day
After," we are nonetheless encouraged by the
network's evenhandedness in presenting the
other side of the story. The nightmare of Soviet
domination is a brutal reality for tens of millions
of persons in Eastern Europe and elsewhere in
the Soviet empire. Yet most Americans cannot
comprehend the magnitude of suffering in communist countries. '
It may be asking too much to expect TV
viewers to come away from the ABC film with a
renewed commitment to freedom. We can hope
that they will be roused from the complacency
long enough to realize that the price of freedom
is, indeed, eternal vigilance. Perhaps then, they
will understand why eight American presidents
have maintained a strong nuclear deterrent to
protect the United States from Soviet
enslavement. '
If so, ABC-TV will have provided an unquestioned public service.

Embarrassing
literary license

Mirrray Ledger & Times

garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Some day, this young man from Kirksey
just might be driving in the Daytona 500
On Saturday nights while many
of the young bucks are "cruising"
around town in their gleaming
pickups and souped-up "wheels" —
radios blaring to a deafening pitch
and girl friends practically on their
laps — there'll be one young
Calloway Countian out there driving for fame and fortune.
He is Bobby Deitz from out in the
Kirksey area. Bobby is a budding
stock car race driver.
You can find him almost every
Saturday night this time of year
streaking around the %-of-a-mile
oval at Paducah known as the International Raceway. He'll be in a
red and white, 1984 Pontaic
Firebird with "92" in big numbers
on its sides, top and trunk.
"That was my dad's number
when he raced on dirt tracks 20
years ago," he told me the other
day during his lunch hour at Murray State's Miller Memorial Golf
Course. He is a member of
Superintendent Jerry Lemons'
grounds crew.
Every Saturday night, Bobby is
at the Paducah track, located
southeast of town on the Oaks
Road, racing for prize money at
speeds ranging from 60 miles per
hour on the turns to more than 100
on the short straightaways.
He runs in two races each week,
first an 8-lap heat in his class, and
if he wins that, in the 15-lap feature
race in the same class. Winners of
the heats receive $50. The feature
race winners get $150. So far this
year, Bobby has won three heats.
Last year, Bobby, who stands 5-6
and weighs 135 pounds, was voted
"Rookie of the Year" at the track,
finishing third in accumulated
points based on how the drivers
finished in heats and feature races
during the year.
• • •

Bobby is the 19-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Deitz. They
live about half-a-mile west of
larksey on the Backusburg Road.
He graduated from Calloway County High School in 1983, and will be a
sophomore this fall at Murray
State. He is preparing for a career
as a civil engineer.
His family is relatively new to
Calloway County, having moved
here in 1979 when his father was
transferred from the Fisher Price
plant at Holland, N.Y., to the one
here. They had lived at Bradford in
northwestern Pennsylvania. His
father is head of the tool room and
maintenance at the toy plant here.
Bobby is the youngest of the
Deitzs' five children. A brother,
John, lives in California, where he
is in computer advertising.
Another brother, Willis, is
manager of a Hardee's restaurant
in Madisonville.
His three sisters are Lori,
Christie and Debbie. Lint is married to Robert Dial and works with
Terry's Paint aild Decorating Service in Murray. Christie is a 1984
graduate of Murray State and
works at the university, while Debbie will be a senior this fall at
Calloway County High School.
Stock car racing long has been a
Deitz family interest. Jim Schimp,
a brother of Bobby's mother, still
lives in Bradford and, along with
three sons, competes regularly in
stock car races in that area.
Bobby's brother, Willis, used to
race, but when he married Kathy
Shockley, a Madisonville girl, this
cut his racing career short, he said
with a chuckle.
There are three classes of stock
car racing at the Paducah track —
top late model, sportsman and

street stock. The Deitzs compete in
the sportsman class
This is just like the top class, or
the super stock class, with exception of a few modifications the
sportsman class cars have on them
— such as smaller tires and twobarrel carburetors The street
class includes regular cars with
roll bars.
Next season, the Dellis plan to
move up and compete in the top
class. Some Of the cars against
they expect
as ssomoo
to .race will cost as
much
• • •
Bobby's pit crew Is his family —
his dad and mother, his sister,
Lori, and her husband, Robert.
Each pays an $8 fee to work in the
pit to help keep him running. On a
racing night, they'll spend
something like $70 in pit fees and
for gasoline.
Bobby estimates the family has
something like $7,000 in their present racing car, the transmission of
which has been torn down, stripped
and rebuilt for racing. They do all
their modification and repair work
themselves.
They used to use airplane fuel,
but since have changed to methol
alcohol. "It makes the motor run
awmuch as 30 degrees cooler than
with gasoline and it increases the
horsepower," he explained.
To suit up for a race, Bobby
wears fireproof underwear which
comes up under his chin
turtleneck-like, coveralls, fireproof
gloves and a helmet with a face
shield. His shoes, he smiled, are his
regular tennis-type sneakers.
Sometimes, Bobby's car will get
"banged up," but, so far, he has
come through the crashes without
a scratch. His worse wreck since
racing occurred about a month
ago. While attempting to pass a car
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The New, Yorker magazine has always prided
itself on the factual accuracy of its non-fiction articles, checking and rechecking on trivial
matters.
,....,.. _
Now a gross example of literary license has
been uncovered in the magazine's pristine columns, and the magazine's editor, William
Shawn, has admitted some embarrassment.
The writer, Alastair Reid, a New Yorker
regular for more than 30 years, admitted to The
Wall Street Journal that he had been inventing
conversations and characters for years in his
reports for the magazines.
Reid called criticism of the technique "pious
declarations of ... morality" and said every case
should be judged on its own merits.
Those who would mix and confuse fiction with
fact do the public no service, whether the product is television "docudrama" or "New Journalism." Truth as reported under the label of
nonfiction should be entirely factual.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — At one
end of Independence Avenue is the
Congress, where taxpayers' money
is spent. At the other end is the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing.
Where their dollars are printed.
But in the middle is where the lettuce grows
Amidst the towering rows of grey
concrete buildings is this terrific
little garden planted in a triangle
smack-dab across from the National Air and Space Museum.
The 2,500-square-foot plot owned
by the government probably could
bring a fortune if ever sold. But
now it's crammed full. with
spinach, cabbage. basil, tomato
plants, and squash — a refreshing
oasis that seems to puzzle tourists
as they pass by to see the more
spectacular historical sites
A sign says it's an example of a
"working urban vegetable
garden,- and a local horticulturist
oversees the crop.
And for some reason the unfenced garden, which would be easy
pickings for vandals or hungry
street people, appears as unscathed as a wheat fiel.i iet North
Dakota
Employees of the U.S. Postal
Service's office in the Capitol have
joined the sticker fad with an entry
that kids would call "awesome "
The new sticker, which is 21
/
2 Inches wide and 71
/
2 inches long, lets
the recipient of a letter know that

It's been security checked for ex.
plosives. says Robert V. Rota, head
of the hill's postal branch.
The rather menacing looking
stamp announces in bold red letters: "X-RAYED." Rota says that
mail has actually been X-rayed
since 1972, but some congressional
personnel, for peace of mind,
recently asked that some mark be
put on envelopes to let them know
they're free of danger.
Nothing is spared treatment.
Postal workers even X-ray the
Federal Register, a publication in
which federal agencies daily
publish their proposed rules and
regulations.
--What does the Senate do when it
thinks there might be too many
committees' It forms another
to study the situation, of
Course
The ball got rolling when Sen.
Dan Quayle. R-Ind., objected to
giving permanent status to the
Select Indian Affairs Committee, a
temporary panel that had to be formally extended periodically to be
kept
••4
Enough' is enough, argued
Quayle, citing the 126 permanent
and select committees already
operating in the Senate
So to appease him, Majority
Leader Howard H Baker Jr.. RTenn., formed a brand new panel
— the Temporary Select Committee to Study the Senate Committee

System — and named Quayle as
chairman to get his vote for turning
the Indian Affairs Committee into
a permanent fixture.
The new 12-member Temporary
Select Committee on committees
will study how to cut down on the
number of committeees and report
its findings by Dec. 15. Then 60
days later it is set to go into oblivion forever. "We'll just limp off,"
promised Nancy Perkins, a press
aide,

thoughts
in season
By Ken Wolf
Americans are a strange people,
with a history which mixes brutality and generosity, arrogance and
self-deprecation
Some of these traits are captured
in this comment by Stanley Rudin,
writing in the New York Times in
August. 1963:
Frustrate a Frenelunan, ha.
'Wm arms Mitten to death; an
Irishman, he will die of angry
hypertension; a One, he will
shoot himself; an American,
he will get drunk, shoot you,
then establish a million dollar
aid
program
for
your
relatives. Then he will die of
an ulcer.

4—

on its right, he was pushed into a
wall and his car badly damaged
but he escaped uninjured.
• • •
Although he wants to graduate
from college and eventually
become a civil engineer, Bobby
also harbors an ambition to drive
in one of the big Grand National
500-mile stock car races like the
ones at Daytona Beach, Charlotte.
N.C.. and Talladega, Ala., or the
Nashville 420.
What a thrill it would be, he said,
shaking his head, to find himself
one day driving against such
famous drivers as A.J. Foyt, Cale
Yarbrough and his two favorites
and whose careers he follows closely — David Pearson and Dale
Earnhart.
Earnhart was "Rookie of The
Year" on the Grand Nationai circuit last year, just as Bobby was at
the Paducah track.
"Who knows what the future
holds in this business." he said
"They were all young once and
started racing just like I'm doing
With a few good breaks and a good
car, a fellow could get there."
One of these days, we just might
hear the TV commentator say as a
field of numbered, colorful cars
roar around the Daytona 500 track
say something like this:
"And moving up on the leaders is
car number 92, driven by one of
racing's promising young rookies,
Bobby Deitz from Kirksey,
Kentucky!"
It well could happen. Let's hope
it does.

looking back

Ten years ago
Elected as new officers of
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross were Holmes
Ellis, Fleetwood Crouch, Lester
Nanny and Sid Easley.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry D. Wilson of
Hazel will leave July 15 to begin
evangelistic work for the Church of
Christ in Ivory Coast, West Africa.
Larry Gilbert, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Gilbert of Murray, has
been named as an agriculture
teacher at Calloway County High
School. He succeeds Milton
Walston who retired after teaching
for 411
/
2 years.
Births reported include a a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lough, June
23; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kent
Reed, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Evitts, and twins, girl and
boy, to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Eades,
all on June 27.
Miss Sally Cope. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Cope, and James
Stom, son of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Stom, were married June 14 at
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church.
Twenty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation met July 8
with Galen Thurman, president,
presiding.
Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey Beane
will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on July 12.
Paula Allbritten, Greer Houston,
Diane Shuffett, Jan Jones Pam
Clark and Barbara Brown, majorettes with Murray High School
Band, are attending Baton Twirling Camp at the University of
Mississippi. Oxford, this week.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry West.
Miss Peggy Wilson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Wilson,
and Harold Shoemaker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Darrell
Shoemaker, were married at the
College Church of Christ.
Don Faughn spun a masterpiece
on July 8 when he hurled a no-hitter
while pitching for the Murray
American Legion Baseball team
against Dresden, Tenn.
Thirty years ago
Named as members of the AllStar Team of Babe Ruth Baseball
League were Tommy Wells, Dick
Stout, Jerry Buchanan, Ted Billington, Nelson Shroat, Glenn
Brewer, Don Gunter, Dan Nix, Bob
Falwell, Dan McNutt, Dan Pugh,
Carl Stout, Tom Hutchens, Sodie
Carraway, Duane Spencer and
Larry Jetton.
Janice Cherry. Sara Lee Faurot
and Gall Houston are attending
Girl Scout Camp at Camp Bear
Creek in Marshall County.
Miss Alice Nelroy Robinson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
• "c' Tioaajneees.„ titti raul Jonas
Blankenship, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. H.P. Blankenship, were married July 4 at South Pleasant Grtive
Methodist Church,
Staff Sgt and Mrs. Arthur Colson
and children. Patty Ann, David and
Dean, of Parks Air Force Base.
California, are the guests of his
mother. Mrs. Tennie Colson.

Ore-
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Miirray Ledger & Times

Jo Bur/et-cll. editor

Emmert-Loden vows solemnized at First Christian Church YourIndividual
The wedding of Miss her father and given in
Shelia Dawn Emmert marriage by her
and Fred Neal Loden parents.
was solemnized in a sprShe selected an a-line
ing ceremony at the silhouette gown of ivory
First ,Christian Church, chiffon designed with a
Murray.
draped neckline. Her
Parents of the bride lettuce leaf sleeves were
are Mr, and Mrs. Roger shoulder length. The
J. Emmert of Murray.
traditional gown was
The groom is the son trimmed with re of Mr. and Mrs. George embroidered alencon
Q. Loden of Houston, over English netting. On
Texas
the bodice and neckline
The ceremony was were beaded seed
performed at 1:30 p.m. pearls.
on Saturday, June
The chapel train fell
John Dale, minister of
the Seventh and Poplar from a matching bodice
Church of Christ, of chiffon overlay. Her
reef veil of imported
officiated.
A program of ivory illusion with matclassical music was per- ching lace was secured
formed by Mrs. Maxine by a flower headband.
Clark, organist, and She wore pearl earrings
Miss Karen Jagoe. and a pearl necklace.
The bride carried a
vocalist.
Candelabra were on cascade bouquet of
both sides of the altar ivory silk roses,
with greenery and light stephanotis, peruvian
blue bows. Greenery lilies and babies breath.
also edged the choir loft.
The bride chose her
The family pews were sister, Mrs. Russell
marked with light blue Murphy of Murray as
bows. The altar was her matron of honor.
decorated with spring The bridesmaids were
baskets. In each window Mrs. Steve Dennison,
was an arrangement of Louisville, Mrs. Terry
magnolia leaves and Burns, Steele, Mo., and
blossoms on lighted Miss Liz Peters of
tapers with brass candle Houston, Texas.
holders.
The attendants wore
Scrolls were passed identical light blue
out by Mrs. Raymond gowns of polyester
Robinson as the guests sheer with triple flounce
entered the church. necklines and satin ribPresiding at the guest bon trim. The dresses
registar which was had a slighUy raised
covered in light blue waist, fitted bodice and
with a hurricane lamp full skirt.
surrounded by spring
Each attendant wore
flowers was Miss Tena blue and ivory baby's
Shults of St. Louis, Mo.
breath headpieces and
The Bride
carried ivory silk roses
The bride was with long light blue satin
escorted to the altar by streamers.
Daily Matinees
Cheri & Cine
All Seats $2.00

Horoscope

The Groom
Johnny Joy of Hope,
Ark., served as beat
man Groomsmen were

Light blue ribbons
decorated the doors and
tables
Serving the guests
were Mrs Raymond
Robertson, Mayfield,

Russell Murphy, Murray, and Henry Sanger
of Hickman.
Miss Tena Shultz, St.
The bride's colors ,Louls, Mo., Mrs. Sheila
were complimented by Smith, West Virginia
the groom's pearl gray and Miss Karen Jagoe,
cutaway.
Owerusboro.
The groomsmen and
Directing the recepfathers of the bride and tion was Mrs John
groom wore coor- Sovall and Miss Brenda
ciinating grey and pen Cbona.
stripped tuxedos.
The wedding was
The groom and directed by Mrs. Mack
groomsmen wore ivory Bushart. Videotaping
silk roses with a touch of the wedding was Terry
light blue baby's breath Hart, Murray.
for boutonnieres.
The couple left for an
The bride's mother extended honeymoon in
wore a street length Jamaica and will be
dress of periwinkle blue, residing in Houston,
The groom's mother Texas.
wore a street length
Bridal Events
pink and blue dress.
Bridal events held in
Both mothers wore honor of the couple inwristlets of ivory silk clude the following:
roses.
A miscellaneous
Reception
shower given by Miss
The reception follow- Liz Henson and Mrs.
ed at 3:30 p.m. at 1414 Jimmy Lake in
Stadium View Drive Houston, Texas;
with the bride's parents
A tea given by Judy
as the host.
Jackson, Mrs.
The bride and groom Lawrence Nunn, Mrs.
were chauffeured to the Gilbert Emmert and
reception in a black Mrs. Linda Fox in
Rolls Royce limousine.
Glasgow;
The bride's table was
A miscellaneous
overlaid with a light shower hosted by Mrs.
blue cloth and centered Russell Murphy of
with a basket of spring Murray;
flowers. The wedding
A household shower
cake had swans on the hosted by Mrs. Randy
center layer and was Smith of West Virginia
topped with a bride and at the home of Mr. and
groom statuette and Mrs. Parvin Walkers,
light blue ribbon.
Mayfield;
'
The groom's table
The groom's parents
was covered with an hosted a rehearsal dinivory cloth. His cake ner at the Golden Coral,
was German chocolate Murray. The bridal couand formed in the shape ple presented gifts to
of Texas.
their attendants.

Frames Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,
JULY 11, 1964
What kind at day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stirs say, read the forecast
Oven for your birth sign.

Tor-4

nior"

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Neal Loden

Family of the late Charlie Orr meets for a reunion at the Murrav-Callowav County Park
The family of the late 'Murray-Calloway CounCharlie Orr met at the ty Park on Sunday, July

1 for a family reunion.
Those attending were

the following:
Mr. and Mrs. George
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Pittman and Mr. and Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. domestic
isc dfe
make
a v ered
loprneFnG
trina
Mrs. Steve Pittman, Ewell Orr, Mr. and Mrs. you happy.
Akron, Ohio; Mr and Jerry McElroy, Lisa, scoftijo
Mrs. Rex, Paschall, Michael and Kristi; (Oct 23 to Nov. 21) rneeliC
Kansas City, Mo.;
Kim Rhodes and Chris You're right to follow your
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Davis, Paris, Ten.
hunches in financial matters.
n ;
Orr, Johnny Orr, Mr.
Some good news gives you
and Mrs. Mike Barnett,
Randy Orr, Memphis,cause to celebrate. Plan for
Bryan and Cristin; Mr. Tenn.; Beverly the weekend.
and Mrs. Charles Paschall, Dallas,SAGITTAFUUS
Guthrie and Lynda, Texas; Mrs. Cecil(Nov.22toDec.21)
Hazel;
Paschall and Mrs. Mar- You're in the mood for
Steve Holland, vin Page, Murray.
something out of the ordinary,

but you'll settle for a grand
shopping spree for something
you've always wanted.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) \Cr
Something planned in secret
works as you hoped it would.
You're absolutely buoyant
with optimism, but watch your
diet.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Though social life is fulfilling, you'll opt for some time
by yourself later. Luck may
come from an unexpected

Italian Spaghetti
Special

..•s.sT.cu....,... EC
Dog, hes bet ereryttung that sbe
can ham a Neve 'feet Cab DrIver
IStrIonel •nto a top Count, SIng
nu Str' Can She Do It"

$ 1 49
With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Dr uks
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{99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM

of Doom
.•••

No Powes.

DILL MU T
DAN AYKROYD

GHOSTBUSTERS
Eag

ari

Pounce on the wild
'n wonderful savings
at Littleton's!
1/
1/
/3 to /2 off

i'at• thi• oie• II at horn, for this

iti•

Lingerie, Sportswear,
Tops and Bottoms, Dresses

c3,a,n cola.

1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 759-9347
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9 cm. to 6 p.m.

With This Coupon
Receive One Free
Mini Photo Album
with Each Roll Of
Flint Developed
CANNONSAU.
RUNII
and
Stwt Owymoolds N.
Strobe, Ai•

ARMS
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll get a lucky break
Careerwise. Occult subjects
may appeal to you now. Distant interests are favored.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) :
1 114 7
A hunch is on the money
business-wise. A travel invitation should be accepted. You'll
enjoy luck in legal matters.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It's an excellent time to apply for credit. Romance is
favorable, but don't go off the
deep end. A partner has good
fortune.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) 010(:4
Work is inspired and
benefits come through others.
A loved one is amenable to
your wishes. You'll have
reason to be happy.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4124C4Romance has a touch of
glamour and business prospects improve dramatically.
Everything is going for you,
but don't get cocky.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You'll get rid of some clutter
to make room for a special
purchase. You'll get more fun
out of life now. Plan social
events.
LIBRA
/Lin
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
You're both practical and
imaginative now. Creative

See for
numrlf.

Lien!t One Coupon
Per Roll
Good Thru 7-13-84

g

g
g

•
•

1.inIrton's
pricy* mall)
am the hest
in town!

Giv• Us An Hour Aril
We Will Give You A lifetime

(Feb.19to
PISCES4uarte
Mar.20)
Career recognition today
calls for a special celebration.
A friend is locking out for your
interests. Finances are
secure.
YOU BORN TODAY are
charismatic and drawn to
public life. You enjoy the
are
limelight
and
humanitarianly inclined. Your
abilities
administrative
qualify you for government
service. A need for security
may draw you to business, but
by temperament you're more
suited for the arts. You're versatile and may be drawn to
such fields as acting, architecture, music, painting and
writing. You work best when
you're inspired. Birth date
E. B. White, writer; Yul Brynner, actor; and John Quincy
Adams,politician.

Refrigerator
biggest user
of
WASHINGTON
IN
(AP
— A refrigerator
operates all day, every
day — which makes the
appliance one of the biggest users of energy in
the home, reports an
electric company.
For the greatest
energy,,,,p..4 claw it
recommends keeping
the appliance well-•
stocked, but with
enough room for air to
Circulate around the
food. The freezer,
however, should be
packed full, by filling
the empty space with
bags of ice if necessary..

Lamb-McGinnis wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
D. Lamb. Rt 1, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Aleeah M . to
Max D McGinnis, son of
Mr. and Mrs. M.D.
McGinnis, Rt. 2,
Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Martha Miller Hobbs of
Cedarvale, N.M., and
the late Wildy G. Miller
and of Mrs. Pauline
Lamb of Farmington
and the late Richard
Lamb. She is the greatgranddaughter of Mrs
Rubye Lamb of
Mayfield.
YARDS OF THE MONTH — The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has named the
Miss Lamb, a 1981
yards of the month for June. Named as Residental Yard of the Month was the home of Joanna Sykes at
301,4 Brookhaven Drive in Gattosboroug-h Estates, top photo. Named as Business Yard of the Month was. graduate of Calloway
County High School, is a
the Murray Woman's Club House, locate4 on Vine Street between South Se% enth and Broad Streets. bot1984 graduate of Murray
tom photo.
State University with an
Stiff photos by Jennie Gordon
associate degree in
horticulture.
The bride-to-be
presently is employed
by the Waterfield
Library, Murray State
University.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Horsley
and of the late Mrs. Inez
Harris, all of Bremen,
Ga. He is the stepgrandson of Paul Harris of
Carrollton, Ga.
Mr. McGinnis
is a
1980 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. He is employed
at Seven Seas
Restaurant and is music
director at Sinking Spr-

Aleejh M. Lamb and
Max D. McGinnis to he married
ing Baptist Church.
tist Church
The vows will be
A reception will follow
solemnized on Sunday, in the fellowship hall of
Aug. 12, at 2:30 p.m. at the church.
the Sinking Spring BapAll friends and

DR.LAMB
Lawrence E.
Lamb, M.D.

Dr. Steffen
writes'book
A new book by Dr.
Charles G. Steffen, an
assistant professor of
history at Murray State
University, deals with
labor and politics during
the early years of the
American republic.
Titled "The
Mechanics of Baltimore
— Workers and Politics
In the Age of Revolution,
1763-1812," the work is a
ATI'END CONVENTION — Prentice and Lillian Dunn of Murray talk
volume in a series with Civitan International President Bill Rogers of Charleston. W.V.,
published by the Univer- center, at the 64th annual international meeting held at the MGM Grand
sity of Illinois Press in Hotel, Lail Vegas. Nev. Mr, and Mrs. Dunn and some 1,200 other Civitans
the working class in and their families attended the convention which ran from June 26 to MI. The
American history.
Dunns are members of the Murray Civitan Club and were certified voting
Steffen, who joined delegates to the convention. Mr. Dunn was presented with an Honor Club
Murray State in 1977, Award for his services and the quality of work done during his year as presimaintains that urban dent of the Murray Club during the 1982-83 Civitan Year. After the convencraftsmen or tion the Murray couple toured the states of Arizona, Utah and Colorado.
"mechanics" played a
crucial role in shaping
the political life of early
America. He takes issue
Census at MurrayMrs. Lisa C. Farris Mayfield J.W. Young,
with studies which
girl, 710% 303 North Eighth St.;
dismiss the mechanics Calloway County and baby
Marvin Thomas Nelson,
as mere political Hospital for Tuesday, Poplar St.; Mrs. Kathy
Rt 1, Benton;
bystanders who defer- July 3, was not listed on J. Irvan, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Jennie M.
the report.
Mrs. Tina Marie Hart
red to urban elites.
A newborn admission and baby girl, Wilson, 835 Hurt Dr.;
Steffen's book conwas Baby Girl Hatfield, Downtown Trailer Ct., Mrs. Hattie F. Elkins,
tends that these workers
No. 77 Lakeland Wesley
parents, Cynthia and Paris, Tenn.
were fiercely patriotic
Village, Benton; Mrs.
Richard, 1711 College
and helped set the
Timothy Thompson, Hayrus L. Fair, 1607
course toward in- Farm Rd., Murray.
Newborn admissions Rt. 2, Dresden, Tenn.; Dodson.
dependence. He says the
Mrs. Shirley Scott, 1320
————
mechanics "built the were as follows:
Sycamore St.; Mrs. Ann
Census at Murray.
newly emerging
M. Thornton, Rt, 6, Calloway County
Republican party from
Mayfield; Miss Vicki D. Hospital for Wednesthe bottom up," and in
Wells, 1606 Sycamore day, July 4, was not
doing so, fashioned their
St.;
listed.
own special brand of The female pigeon cannot
Mrs. Luanne H. JanNewborn admissions
ay eggs if she is alone. If no
radical party politics.
other pigeon is available, ney and baby boy, Rt. 6; were as follows:
Alfred Young, author
her own reflection in a mir- Miss Carlene A. Boyd,
Baby Girl Stephens,
of "The Mechanics" and ror will suffice
214 Cleveland St., parents. Kathy and
"The Jeffersonians,"
wrote: "Steffen has
come closer to solving
the problems of integrating the politics
and economics of the
early mechanics than
any other scholar."
Steffen earned his
B.A. degree at the
University of California
at San Diego and his
M.A. and Ph.D. at Northwestern University.

Ways to manage
blocked arteries
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am a 73year-old male. Recently I had an
arteriogram which showed that the
hataries to ow heart.were,44,49roasf
obstructed. The cardiologist prescribed medication rather than surgery because of my age.
I'm taking Lopres,sor and I
exercise, mostly walking for a 30minute period each day. I always carry nitroglycerine tablets for emergencies, but so far I have not needed
to take any.
I have always been very active and
continue to be so. I have not had any
of the symptoms that usually come
along with this condition. I would
appreciate any advice you have.
DEAR READER — Surprisingly,
you can continue to have a very satisfactory flow of blood throuo coro-

nary arteries that are significantly
obstructed. A great deal of blood is
still passing easily through your
arteries even if they are 60 percent
obstructed. That is probably the reason you have not had any symptoms.
Most cardiologists certainly would
not recommend surgery for a person
with your findings, not because of
your age but because you are active
and have no symptoms.
It is still true on the basis of the
most recent studies that coronary
bypass surgery IS of benefit to those
patients who have major obstruction
that may be life-threatening (obstruction of the main left coronary artery)
or to relieve pain, making life more
pleasant. Other than in cases involving the main left coronary artery,
there is no conclusive evidence that
corona/7 'Masa, WM' actually
prolongs life compared to medical
management. But I would like to
point out that, with medical treatment, the outlook is rather good for
most patients, even after recovery
from a heart attack.
The best way to prevent problems
is to take care of yourself before a
heart attack occurs as we would recommend you do after you had one.
That certainly applies to you. So I am
sending you The Health Letter 17-10,
What You Need to Know About Heart
Attacks. Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for
it to me in care of this newspaper,

relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception. Only outof-town invitations will
be sent.

P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Station.
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I need to
know about the sciatic nerve. It
seems that I have a vertebra that has
moved and caught some nerves. It
hurts terribly down from the hip on
the right side, outside of the leg. Do
doctors fix this condition? I am 65
and would appreciate anything you
could tell me.
DEAR READER — The location of
your pain is correct for sciatic-nerve
pain. The sciatic nerve does supply
the hip and leg area and even the foot.
It has several different branches. The
location of the pain and discomfort
depends upon which branch is
involved.
The pain is usually caused by
compression, which is most often due
to a degenerating disk between the
vertebrae:Jitiayou can have compression from :a bony spur that develops
from arthritis or from some other
structural abnormality. Also, muscle
spasm associated with some abnormality of the spine may make it
worse
What can be done about it? First
your doctor will want to know what is
causing the pain. For some forms of
degenerating disk, he may wish to
have you rest, or use traction. In
other cases, he may wish to remove
the disk or whatever structure is
causing compression.
(RINIIIPAPER INTIMPIUSE ASSN

Newborn admissions and dismissals released for two days by the Alurray-Calloway County Hospital

Top records
for the week
are releasecl
Best-selling records of
the week of July 8 based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey were
as follows.
1 "Dancing In The
tf,c'eSpringsteen
2."When Doves Cry,"
Prince
S.''The Re4Lex,"
Duran Duran '
4."Eyes Without A
Face," Billy Idol
5 "Self Control,"
(Cont'd on page

Timothy, Rt. 1, Water
Valley;
Baby Girl Cole,
parents, Sylvia and
Kim, 136 Belair St.,
Mayfield.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Charles L. Singleton,
Rt. 1, Water Valley;
Mrs. Sherri Lee
Garland, Rt. 1. Kirksey ;
Johnny T. Brown, Rt. 2,

Wingo; Mrs. Patricia A.
Gardner and baby boy,
709 Mandalay Rd •
-Paris, Tenn.;
Robert Earl Woods,
Lynn Grove; Clayton
Kristina Moody, 216 Bridges, Rt. 1, Altno;
Chestnut St., Puryear. Harry S. Gibson. 1023
Tenn.; Mrs Donna K. -South 10th St.,
Jackson, Rt. 4;
Mrs. Wilma Snow,
Box 1433, Paris, Tenn.;
Billy Ray Jones, Rt. 6.
Buchanan, Tenn.; Miss
Darlene V. Blair, Dill
Trailer Court;
Jeffrey Ray Cope, Rt.
4, Benton; Hal T. Barr o w , Rt. 6; Mrs.

DIET CENTER
"The Weight-Loss Professionals!"

Come On By And
See Our New Menu
Featuring
An Ocean
Full Of
New Meals
Like Our
Tender
Polynesian
Chicken Or
Our New
Gourmet
amburgers

RENT-TO-OWN
NO CREDITORS
CHECKED
DELIVERY 8.
SERVICE INCLUDED
759-4487
04 S. 4th - Murray
444-6666
711 Jefferson '
:.dugah _

I lost 42 lbs!
... without hunger,
nervousness
or loss of energy.

That was over
2 years
ago
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YOU CAN Do IT TOO!
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•ITS EASY
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Seven Seas
Restaurant
TV•Video•Lill°•Appliances

MaYfIeld: James W.
Seay, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Mrs.Judy
Fortenbery, 919 Johnny
Robertson Rd.; James
Gilbert, Rt. 2: Fines
Ellerson, 504 L.P.
Miller; Virgil J.
Garland, Rt. 1.

Highway 641 North

NO SNOTS
NO DROSS
NO CONTRACTS

CALL

NOW ONES
1TO LOCATIONS
UNITTO STATES • CANADA
INCRAPOS

LOCAL DiET CENTER COUNIMB-001 TODAY
FOR AN APPOINTMENT
641 The illage
NIon. Fri. 7:00 12:30. 2:30-5:30
Sat. 10-Noon
.
.
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Elkins-Arflack wedding scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Elkins, 514 Whitnell
Ave Murray, announce
the approaching marriage of their daughter,
Francie, to Keith
Arflack, son of Col. and
Mrs. Kenneth B.
Arflack, currently stationed In Bay Village.
Ohio.
The bride-elect Is a
1977 graduate of Murray
High School. She
presently is employed at
Storey's Food Giant
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Hargis of
Murray.
The groom-elect is a
1978 graduate of
American High School,
Fremont,'Calif. He is attending Murray State
University where he expects to graduate in
May 1985 with majors in
Construction
Technology Engineering and Drafting Design
Architectural
Comstruction.
He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Orville
McKinney and of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene
Hodge, all of Marion.

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua
Herbert Taber*, Sr., of
Farmington announce
the approaching marriage of their daughter,
Jennifer Helene. to Troy
Vaughn, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Vaughn, Jr.,
of Paducah.
Miss Tabers Is a 1974
graduate of Calloway
County High School.
She presently is
employed at Kenlake
Foods in Murray
Mr. Vaughn Is a 1976
graduate of Heath High
School in McCracken
County.
He also presently Is
employed at Kenlake
Foods.
The wedding vows
will be exchanged on
Saturday. July 21, at 7
p.m. at the home of
Keith and Susan Starks,
Almo.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

Jennifer Helene Tubers
and Troy l'aughn to be married

Er:lilCic' Elkins
The couple plans to be
married on Sunday. Ju-

and Keith Am/lack plan ceremony
ly 29. They will reside in Arflack completes his
Murray until Mr. degree.

DATEBOOK
Tuesday, July 10
Skating party for
Carter and Robertson
Schools will be from 6 to
8 p.m. at Roller Skating
of Murray.
————
Shower for Larry and
Pam Cherry and sons
who lost their home by
fire will be from 7 to 9
p.m. at Community
Room, North Branch of
Peoples Bank, with
Southwest School Faculty as hostesses.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
————
Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
————
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
for information call
762-2504, 753-4126,
753-8987 or 762-2667.
————
Reservations for LBL
Outing by Welcome
Wagon Club should be
made by today with
Mary at 436-2213.

Westside
Of
The
Sun
Tanning Salon
Call For Appointment
Hours: Monday-Saturday
8:00 A.M. Until 10:00 P.M.
107 South 15th Street 759-1269

ALL CDs ARE NOT
CREATED EQUAL
F.D.I.C. INSURED

13.25%

CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT effective date June 28th. 1984
Issued by CITIBANK ISouth Dakota/ N A
'EARLY REDEMPTION FEATURE. Only a 3month interest penalty
}weedy withdrawal compared to.6 month penalty at your local
bank
'INTEREST PAID QUARTERLY
•NO COMMISSION CHARGE
.INTEREST COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY. Compounding in
creases the weed from 13.25% to 1392%
'SHORT TERMS Five year maturity with full FDIC insurance
Minimum deposit of $5.000, additional amounts in increments
of 61.000
•MARKETABILITY Your CD can be sold at any time at the
prevailing market value without interest penalty
'
REDEMPTION 3 month in00000t penalty

(Cont'd from page 5)

For futher information call

Laura Branigan
6."Jump," The
Pointer Sisters
7."Time After Time,"
Cyndi L.auper
8."Almost Paradise,"
Mike Reno & Ann Wison
9."Borderline,"
Madonna
10."Infatuation," Rod
Stewart

R. Randall Sa'Odin
522 West Main
502-753-7401
WWI Edward

D. Janes
& Co.
4.4.4 5.,ems•

4.414c4or Cc•oo•snor,

Tuesday,July 10
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be performed at 8 p.m. at Kentucky Dam Village Convention Center.
————
Murray -Calloway
County Community
Theatre Board of Directors will meet at 6 p.m.
in public meeting room
of Calloway Public
Library.
————
Humane Society of
Calloway County will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Calloway Public
Library.
Wednesday,July 11
Pottertown
Homemakers Club will
meet at. 11:30 a.m. at
Lake Barkley Lodge.
————
Free blood pressure
checks will be given
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m to
senior citizens at Hazel
Community Center.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Meeting at Outland
Cemetery will be at
noon.
————
Wesleyan and Ruth
Wilson Circles of First
United Methodist

Tennis play Thursday

Wednesday,July 11
Wednesday, July 11
Group A of Ladies Tennis of the Murray CounChurch will meet at 7:30
Senior art exhibits by
p.m. at the church.
Glen A. Williams at try Club will play Thursday, July 12, at 9 a.m. at
————
Clara M. Eagle Gallery the club. The lineup will be as follows: Court One
Murray Bass Club is and by Mark Yarbrough — Rainey Apperson, Donna Keller, Georgianna
scheduled to meet at at Curris Center will Moffitt and Sue Overbey; Court Two — Shirley
6:30 p.m. at Sirloin open today at Murray Homra, Shelia Farmer, Brenda Marquardt and
Emmy Edwards; Court Three — Jon Billington,
Stockade.
State University.
Sharon Wells, Wilda Purdom and Bobbie
————
————
Weatherly.
Ladies day events at
Thursday,July 12
Murray Country Club
Meeting to discuss the
will be golf and bridge proposed Extension Tax
at 9:30 a.m. and lun- will be at 7 p.m. in the
The West Kentucky Lupus Chapter will meet
cheon at noon.
Robert 0. Miller CourThursday, July 12, at 7 p.m. in Classroom Three,
————
thouse Annex.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Dr. Joseph Bassi
Golf will be at 9 a.m.
————
will be the speaker. For local information call
and bridge at 9:30 a.m,
Murray Chapter No.
by women at Oaks Coun- 92 Royal Arth Masons 753-8384.
try Club.
and Murray Council No.
50 will meet at 7:30 p.m.
A Swim Party and Picnic for Grades One
Swindoll
- Film Series at Murray Masonic
through Four of the Murray Country Club will be
will be shown at 7:30 Lodge Hall.
p.m. at First United
Thursday, July 12, from 9:30 a.m, to noon at the
————
Methodist Church.
Employability Skills club. Each member may bring one guest. Each
————
Training Session will be one is to bring a sandwich with drink and cookies
Activities at First at 9 a.m. at Douglas to be furnished. In charge of arrangements will
Presbyterian Church Community Center. For be Bobbie Weatherly, Ailene Greene and Nancy
will be choir practice at information call Schempp.
6:30 p.m. and Session 753-0908.
meeting at 7:30 p.m.
————
————
Junior Golf will be at 9
The West Kentucky Allied Services will conParents and Twos Ac- a.m. at Murray Country duct an Employability Skills Training session on
tivity Time will be at Club.
Thursday. July 12, at 9 a.m. at the Douglas Com9:30 a.m.; story hours
————
munity Center, Murray, and at 1 p.m. at the
for preschool at 10:30
Swim party and picnic Walnut Court Community Center, Benton. Areas
a.m. and school-age at 2 for Grades 1 to 4 will be to be discussed are job possibilities in the
p.m.; and Summer at 9:30 a.m. at Murray Calloway'and Marshall Counties' areas, the corReading Program at 4 Country Club.
rect completion of job applications, the use of a
p.m., all at Calloway
————
job resume', and the importance of good interPublic Library.
Mixed doubles tennis. viewing skills. All unemployed individuals
————
will be at 6 p.m. at Mur- needing assistance in these areas are urged to at"Sing Out, Ken- ray Country Club.
tend. For information call Bill McMican, social
tucky!" will be at 8 p.m.
————
worker, at 1-247-4046, or Valerie Morris, Murray,
at Kenlake State Resort
West Kentucky Lupus 753-0908, or Susan Bahre, Benton, 1-527-1038.
Park Lodge, parlor B.
Chapter will meet at 7
————
p.m. in Classroom
Three, Lourdes
Two seniors at Murray State University will
Hospital, Paducah. For have art exhibits on display starting Wednesday.
information call July 11, as one of the requirements for the bac753-8384.
calaureate degree. They are Glen A. Williams,
————
Rt. 1, Rineyville, whose show will run through
Junior Golf will be at 9 July.22 on the upper level of the Clare M. Eagle
a.m. at Oaks Country Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center; and
Club.
Mark Yarbrough, Madisonville, whose show will
————
run through July 25 in the Curris Center Gallery.
Murray -Calloway
Williams' show will consist of drawings painCounty La Leche tings, photographs and some three-dimensional
League will meet at 7 works. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monp.m. at 2203 Quail Creek day through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday
Dr. For information call
and 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday. Yarbrough's show will in753-8771.
clude drawings photographs, original prints and
————
sculptural works in both wood and bronze.
Events at Land Bet-- Center hours are 1.0 a.m. to 8 p.m.. Monday
ween the Lakes will in- through Friday and noon to 8 p.m. on Saturday
clude Dog Days Fishing and Sunday. Both are open to the public at no adat 2 p.m. at Woodlands mission charge.
Nature Center.
————
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 8:45 a.m, at
the Bel-Air Shapping
Best-selling country. tionwide survey were as
Center parking lot to
carpool to Golden Pond western records of the follows:
1 ."Somebody's
759-4494
Visitor Center, LBL, for week of July 8 based on
Cashbox magazine's na- Needin' Somebody,"
(Cont'd on page 7)
Conway Twitty

Children's event Thursday

Skills session Thursday

Art exhibits will open

$30

Uprights

New & Used
Expert Repair

Best-selling eountrv-western
records for the week released

Murray Vacuum
201 N. 5th Center
Stay Cool
With This
Sizzling
Spacial

$239w)

All Ladies Wear Reduced

50%

ots•

5,000 BTU's
2 Speed Fan
Come On In And
Mak• Your Best
Deal, Either Cash
& Corry Or We Will
Deliver S. Install,
Conte Sae Our
Complete Line Of
Full Else
Air Conditioners

All Boys Wear (Except Polo) Reduced

Traditional Clothing For Men, Women & Boys
Dixieland Center, Murray

Or Mor

50%

2.1 Don't Want To Be
A Memory," Exile
3."Atlanta Blue," The
Statlers
4. 'Just Another
Woman In Love," Anne
Murray
5 ."Angel In
Disguise," Earl Thomas
Conley
."Mama He's
Crazy," The Judds
7."Between Two
Fires," Gary Morris
8."That's The Thing
About Love," Don
Williams
9."The Whole World's
In Love When You're
Lonely Z.... "tissnas 4
10."B-B-B-Burnin' Up
With Love,'' Eddie
Rabbit
On Oct, 20, 1918, Germany accepted terms to
end World War I and
ordered its submartnes
back to their
homebases.
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Transplant recipient stable
AUGUSTA, Ga. (API
- A man who became
Georgia's second and
third heart transplant
recipient all in one
weekend was in serious
but stable condition today at University
Hospital.
Fred Davis, 36, opened his eyes Monday but
was "very sleepy" and
was breathing with the
aid of a respirator, said
Dr. G. Lionel Zumbro,
who heads the cardiac
surgery team that performed two heart
transplants, back-toback, on Davis.
"He's still on the
respirator and probably
will be for several
days," said Zumbro
Davis, who had suffered from hardening of
the arteries and a
degenerative heart

OUTLAWS TO INVADE WYOMING - The Cimmeron
Outlaws, a gang of show gunfighters, will set out later this month
from Denver to Cheyenne, Wyo., for Frontier Days. They'll ride
horses and travel in the wooden wagon shown in background.

Greg Shelton (back row,second from right) is spokesman for
the Outlaws.
AP Laserphoto

disease, was the second
person to undergo heart
transplant surgery in
Georgia.
Davis, identified only
as the husband of a Fort
Gordon soldier, underwent his first transplant
Saturday evening, but
the new heart tailed He
was kept alive with
drugs, a temporary
pacemaker and a heartlung machine until a se•
cond heart donor was
located

Finding another
suitable heart donor
within a matter of hours
was *'a miracle,
period,- said Mary
Anne House. the
Medical College of
Georgia's organ procurement coordinator.
"It was literally a
stroke of luck."
The second transplant
began about 6:15 a.m.
Sunday, and the new •
heart was in place and
beating within 30
minutes

Hog market report
'-I, .1 State Nelsrsei eseus sreci.r
.i• IIP 11114
Kentucky Purchase Area thug Markel
irt lnelude.4 Buying Stelione
eipts Act 1114 Eat OSiBurrows
a bills 1 00 higher Swag 30 1 00
higher
OS 30 31 isi

1 S I 2 210-240 lb.
310171. 0450

S 21021u lb.
CS 2 200270 lb.
US 241 1113-17411bis
Sows
US 1.2 270-310 lb.
US 1-3 300-430 lb.
US 1-1 4363111 IS,
US 1 3 300-0.30 lb.
US 2 3 Ssisoo .7,
Boars $370' -• •

$54 50-35 30
$36 00 36 30
134 130-110.1.10
1124114/1411
143 OHL=
143 00-16.30
1416 50-48.00
84_ nu 4

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market

Mondale moving to orchestrate convention
NORTH OAKS, Minn.
(AP) - Walter F. Mondale is moving quietly to
orchestrate the
Democratic National
Convention next week
that apparently will
give him the party's
presidential nomination
while he publicly tries to
cool speculation over
who his running mate
will be.
Mondale was remaining secluded at his
suburban Minneapolis
home today, but he has
been busy attending to
convention details and
the search for someone
to fill the No. 2 spot on
his ticket.
Sen. Gary Hart, Mondale's chief rival for the
presidential nomination, will address the
San Francisco convention on Wednesday, July
18 under arrangements
worked out between

aides for Mondale and
Hart.
The Colorado senator
will deliver his speech
shortly before the
delegates are expected
to cast their votes for
Mondale as the
presidential nominee.
Details of Hart's appearance were settled
Monday, according to
Tom Donllon, Mondale's
convention operations
manager.
Hart's name is expected to be placed in
nomination, but Mondale and his aides are so
confident of the outcome
of the balloting that they
are asserting control
over the convention
agenda.
But Hart, who was flying to Atlanta today to
deliver a foreign policy
speech, wasn't conceding the nomination.

He told suppoters at world, strained our relaThey especially apa fund-raising reception tions with our European peared upset' about
Monday night in and other allies, and published reports over
McLean, Va., a failed to achieve any the weekend suggesting
Washington suburb, arms control successes that of seven people
that he still expects to whatever."
Mondale has interview"A second Reagan ad- ed for the No. 2 spot,
win the presidential
nomination. He cited re- ministration would be a Rep. Geraldine Ferraro
cent Gallup, Harris and time of unprecedented of New York is slipping
New York Times-CBS danger, when a confron- from contention while
polls as "factual sup- tational atmosphere Mayors Dianne Feinsport" for his claim to be could all too easily tein of San Francisco,
the strongest Democrat cause regional conflicts Tom Bradley of Los
against Reagan in the to escalate to a nuclear Angeles, who is black,
showdown," he said.
fall.
and Henry G. Cisneros
DontIon, in of San
Antonio, a
In his speech Washington, said that Hispanic, are becoming
prepared for delivery at Mondale's campaign serious contenders.
Emory University in has not yet decided who
Atlanta today, Hart said will deliver his
Reagan is substituting nominating speech and
"rhetoric for results" to who will introduce him
mask foreign policy for his makes his accepfailures in Central tance speech.
America, the Mideast
Meanwhile, Mondale
and arms control.
and his aides have been
The Colorado senator trying to quiet speculasaid Reagan "has in- tion over the selection of
creased Soviet intran- a vice presidential
sigence around the candidate.

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American -Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A F
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
Care American

-.33

slut -1/8
26%
17%
28%
28%
14%
- 46%
38
18%
67%
37%
27%
25%
7
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-1
/
4
-%
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+'4
-4
unc

I.B.M.
Jerrico
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

107% unc
14% + 11.
49% + %
30 unc
30% unc
10% +'
33% +%
63% + %
32% +%
44 -1
/
4'
34% -%
34 +'4
41% + 7/s
17% -%
9% +'4
10.87

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
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Farm Bureau to explain new law
LOUISVILLE, KY. Beck, the farm bureau's
(AP) - The Kentucky government affairs
Farm Bureau will begin director, said any proa series of informational ducer wishing not to
meetings this week to pariticpate may write
explain the state's new the state agriculture
grain elevator department for a
bankruptcy law.
refund.
The major provision
"We call it a volunfor the law, which goes tary
program," said
into effect Friday, calls
Beck, noting farmers
for a half-cent per
have the right to request
bushel check-off on all a
refund.
grain sold by Kentucky
Revenue from the
farmers in the state.
However, David grain check-off will be

accumulated in an insurance fund. In the
event of a grain elevator
bankruptcy, farmers
will recover as much as
80 percent of their losses
- up to $100,000 within 90 days.
The current average
elevator bankruptcy
payback is 25 cents on
the dollar and can take
up to two years to settle,
the farm bureau said.
The first meetings
will be held at 7 p.m.

Wednesday at the
Hopkinsville
Fairgrounds convention
center and at 7 p.m.
Thursday at the Henderson Community College.
Beck said additional
meetings will be
scheduled in other parts
of Kentucky at later
dates.
The insurance program, supported by the
farm bureau, was
established by the 1984
General Assembly.

Our Very Best Deals
On These Fine
Appliances!
You get glass capacitive touch control. defrost cycle. 2 cooking cycles
wnth 10 power levels and much more'

See the latest
Toast and Platinum
Appliance Colors!

Calendar.

•• (Cont'd from page 8)

Thursday, July 12

LASSIIPS111-1700Os

Thursday. July 12

a day's tour. For infor- at Kenlake State Resort
mation call 436-2213.
Park Lodge in parlor B.
------Single Connection will
Mothers Day Out will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in be at 9 a.m. at First
Education Building, Baptist Church.
---First United Methodist
Church. For informaSenior citizens action call Dick at 436-2174 tivities will be from 10
or Jill at 753-1701 or a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
753-6854.
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
---''Sing Out, Ken- p.m. at Ellis Center.
---tucky!" will be at 8 p.m.

Large Capacity washer
with 4automatic cyrits
plusSam SURGILATOR
Agitator Five-cycle. 3
laanperature dryerr, 'soh
weal KNIT setting
iGas dryet available)

Large Double
Hamburger 8.
French Fries
"Place ain't fancy, but sho
is good food1Prices Good July 6.12
Convenient Drive Through Window

DURABLE LAUNDRY TEAM
FOR TOUGH JOBS!

Ye*
IN war.
Features 4 ante-unwise
cycles. Power Clean'
washing system. 1-liTerrip
washeng r•ploon. exclusive)
in-the-Orgir silverware
hasker high.side racks
decorator h.color panel
wit, plus more!

SALE
Large Group Shoes Now

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

seas
tern 711%
17 0 cu ft model features
no-fingerprini textured
steel doors. Mg...table
shelves and 'nese pan
provision low optional
automatic lie• make

/
1 2 Pric

OR YOUR MONEY BACK'

LOOK MA! NO FINGERPRINTS!

One Rack Suits & Coats Now

1/2 Pric

Sportshirts & Pants Reduced....30-50%

GRAHAM It JACK
Cloths For Men & Young Men

111/UN1'I.OWN SIIIOPPING 'EWEN

All Whirlpool appliances
have earned this seal

•

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
"Business Is Good"

Murray, Ky.

(302) 733-0393

"We Neve A Winning Team — Quality, Quantity A Price
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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PLOOP PLAN

THE ROOMS THAT FACE SOUTH in this compact home absorb
and store heat energy in the thermal floors for release at night.
Heavy insulation keeps heat loss to a minimum. Three bedrooms
are isolated for total privacy. Plan HA1268K has 1,223 square
feet. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park
Court, Searingtown, N.Y. 11507.

How to lay flagstones
.witnout using mortar
By ANDY LANG
Q. — We want to put
down a flagstone path in
our backyard, which extends outward to
several hundred feet
from the house, but we
don't want to bother
with using mortar. Can
you tell us how this is
done? We don't mind
physical work, which we
understand is necessary
to keep the path maintained year after year.
Please tell us what you
know about that aspect
of the project.
A. — Installing
flagstone without mortar is not much different
from installing 'them
with mortar as far as
maintenance is concerned, since both call for inspection and attention
at periodic intervals. To
lay the flagstones
without mortar, dig out
the area where the
stones are to be placed
to about 3 inches. Place
sand on the ground so
that most, but not all, of
the depth is covered.
Use flagstones which
are not thicker than the
sand, setting them firmly and tapping them
down with a mallet or
some tool that will not
split the stones. Work

with a level so the stones
are set evenly. Step on
each stone to be sure it
Is firmly in place. Leave
small spaces between
the stones.
Once all the
flagstones are set,
spread sand over the entire surface, sweeping it
into the joints. Water
with a sprinkler, so the
pressure from the hose
does not dislodge the
sand. After watering, inspect the entire job and
see where extra sand is
needed between the
Joints. It's a good idea to
do this job when the
weatherman predicts
some fair weather for a
day or two. A very
heavy rain immediately
after completing the job
can mean extra work.
Q. — The hallway in
our converted barn
leaked after recent
heavy rains. We called
In a roofer, who said he
could put some roofing
cement where the leaks
are, but could not get to
putting on a badly needed new roof for a few
months. We are
agreeable to this if no
new leaks occur. What
Is your opinion?
A. — First, it is hoped

something was done
before this, since we
have had some new
heavy rains in the past
few weeks. Generally,
temporary patches hold
for months, but this is
by no means a certainty. Have you had a second opinion on whether
a new roof is needed?
Presumably, though,
you have reason to
believe this is so, probably because the roof
is very old. When leaks
begin occurring in old
roofs, the patches may
last but new leaks take
place in other locations.
If you have anifidence
in your roofer, ha has to
be the authority on the
subject after making a
personal inspection.
(Everything you
should know about roofing, including an
asphalt shingle color
guide, is included in Andy Lang's booklet, "The
Selection of Quality
Roofing," which can be
obtained by sending 50
cents and a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How,
P. 0. Box 477, Huntington, NY 11743. Questions of general interest
are answered in the
column.)
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Try this handy sander and a lighter ladder
By ANDY LANG
The product — An orbital sander with special
operator controls
Manufacturer's claim
— That this sander
gives professional performance in a machine
intended for do-ityourselfers ... that it
weighs only 3.7 pounds,
is balanced for either
one- or two-hand use
and includes a front
handle for extra control
.. that it has orbital action with 10,000 strokes
per minute, a large
28.7-square inch pad
that uses 1-3rd sanding
sheets and a dust bag
that it has a clamping
system that remains in
the open position until
the paper is properly
aligned, then simply
snaps closed ... that it
produces minimal
vibrations and has a
trigger switch that locks
in the "on" position.
The product — An ad-

justable swivel faucet
aerator.
Manufacturer's claim
— That the aerator can
be set to emit either a
stream or spray for rinsing without splashing,
with the water flow easily changed by pushing
the aerator body down
for a spray and up for a
stream . . that it is easy
to install ... that it
screws on to standard
outside threaded
faucets
and that an
adaptor is supplied with
the aerator to allow it to
be fitted to inside
threaded faucets.
The
product — An invention
that connects to your
pool's filtration system
and automatically
makes and dispenses its
own chlorine.
Manufacturer's claim
— That this item produces pure chlorine gas
which does not leave a
cloudy residue ... that a
byproduct of the process

is Liquid PH control or
chemical balancing
that it converts power
from your pool pump
timer into low voltage
direct current . that it
makes pool water
clearer and more
sparkling
and that it
saves money in
chemical costs.
The product — A
plastic tollet that uses
an average of only one
gallon of water per
flush.
Manufacturer's claim
— That this toilet is light
and easy to install ...
that it doesn't chip or
"sweat" ... that it is
designed for use in
areas of scarce ground
water or limited
capacities .. that it is
ideal for camps, for
sites on ledges, dry
areas and areas of high
saturation
that each
unit comes with an instruction booklet, a new
set of flange bolts and a

By BARBARA MAYER
Towards the end of
the 19th century, vacationers in the Adirondack and Catskill Mountains of New York would
hike the mountain paths
with the aid of a tall
white-ash walking staff.
The great hotels of the
day sold the sticks for 50
cents as souvenirs. The
hotels are gone now and
most of the old sticks
have disappeared, but
20th-century hikers can
buy a handmade
reproduction for $30 or
$35 from Al Fromberger
of Poestenkill Hiking
Staff Mfg. Co.
Fromberger, who is a
naturalist by training,
sold 496 staffs last year
mainly through the
mall. His attendance at
a craft market this June
Is likely to help him
meet his goal of selling
twice that number this
year.
He Joined about 1,000
of his fellow craftsmen
at three separate craft
markets in West Springfield and Springfield,
Mass. The event, which
began about 19 years
ago as an informal effort among 80 craftsmen
to sell their wares, has
moved three times to
larger quarters and has
become a large business
which generates
millions of dollars in
sales. It attracts crafts
retailers from all over
the country.
As founder and president of American Craft
Enterprises, a sub-

sidiary of the American
Craft Council, Carol
Sedestrom has been
responsible for the
'growth of the ACEsponsored fairs now
held in June,
September, February
and April at sites
around the country.
After 10 years at the
Dutchess County
Fairgrounds in
Rhinebeck, N.Y., this
year the June Fair
(ACE's largest) was
moved to West Springfield where larger
quarters provided space
for about 575 craftsmen's booths and more
room for customers. In
honor of the occasion,
the Governor of
Massachusetts and his
wife turned up to say
welcome.
Gov. Michael Dukakis
said the fair, which will
be held again next year
at the Eastern States
Exposition Center,
could bring as many as
100.000 visitors and was
an important part of the
effort to build tourism in
his state.
Yet another sign of
vitality was the growth
of satellite craft events
run by others. Two such
shows held during the
wholesale portion of the
ACE show put the wares
of about 500 more craftsmen on display. It was
at one of these that
Fromberger found
space for his walking
staff.
Despite the trappings
of success, craft fairs

White 20 Lb. Bog

are still marketplaces in
which the individual
who made the goods on
display is on hand to
answer questions about
them. A chance to rub
shoulders with the
makers is one of the
most appealing aspects
of a craft fair, said Ms.
Sedestrom.
It gave the chance to
learn from Fromberger,
for example, that hikers
today find carrying a
walking staff immediately identifies
them as hikers and
helps insure a friendly
reception.
The fairs also provide
an opportunity for individual craftsmen to
develop a business. A
number of experienced
craftsmen at the ACE
show, for example,
recalled that the first
fair they attended
helped them generate
enough orders to keep
going. Fairs are still
providing the same opportunity for younger
craftsmen.
For Pamela Hill, a
qullter from Amador City, Calif., who was attending her first East
Coast ACE fair, the opportunity to meet
retailers was only one
aspect of her pleasure at
being there.
"I am in an isolated
area and work pretty
much on my own. When
I come to the ACE
shows I get a strong
sense of community
with other craftsmen. I
see work that
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either the home or professional user.
(The orbital sander Is
manufactured by Skil
Corp., 4801 W. Petersen
Ave., Chicago, IL 80548,
the faucet aerator by
The Stanley Works, 195
Lake St., New Britain,
CT 08060; the chlorine
maker by Sophisticated
Systems, Inc., 517 S.
Paula Drive, Dunedin,
FL 33528; the plastic
toilet by Patrick Creek
Corp., P. 0. Box 135,
Hinesburg, VT 06481;
and the ladder system
by PAL Systems, 1220
Fulton Place, Fremont,
(Do-itCA 94539.1
yourselfers can get
much helpful information from Andy Lang's
handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending 50 cents and a long,
stamped, selfaddressed
envelope to this paper at
P. 0. Box 5, Teaneck,
NJ 07888.)

Craft enterprise is million dollar business

GARDEN TIME AGAIN

AUCIION SALE
Business

new seal . and that,
because plumbing codes
predate the development of this system, you
should check with your
local plumbing inspector before installation
The product — A new
lightweight ladder
system
Manufacturer's claim
— That this system
assumes 24 different
work stances for dozens
of household-handcraft
uses ... that it folds up
easily for convenient
storage in closet or car
trunk .. that it is built
around a series of adjusting and locking safety joints that click and
lock into place to hold up
to 1,000 pounds ... that,
among its uses, it can
function as a folding
wall ladder, a double
trestle stepladder, a
scaffold, a stairwell ladder or an overhang stile
.. and that it is designed
to provide safety to

round Beef

Frosty Acres 20 Lb. Box

Quarter Pound Patties

Butter Peas $16"

$ 1 946

Frosty Acres Speckled 20 Lb. Box

Butter Beansi23"
Frosty Acres

Brown Thompson Whole Hog

Sausage
Patties

Ford Hook
Lima Beans

Jib. $1 49

Erwin Whole Hog

Sausage

lb. $14
'

)
89
3
20 Lb $

Choice Sides of Beef $

35

225 To 300 Lb.
Choice

Lb

Cot, Wrapped & Frozen

Front Quarters of Beef

.125 Lb. to 150 Lb.

$ 1 09
I Lb

— Wholesale & Retail Meat — I
eth

phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Ws Accept
7 am.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamp.
107 N. 3rd St.
"Onli, Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray''

challenges and
stimulates me and I
have made contact with
other craftsmen who
are very generous about
letting me know of exhibitions and other opportunities," she said.
For some people, the
sales realized at a fair
help to keep other ac-

tivities going. The
Women's Studio
Workshop of Rosendale,
N.Y., for example,
showed Its handmade
paper and artist-made
books. The group was
established 10 years ago
by four women artists to
provide exhibition opportunities for women.

Outdoor furniture
prices escalating
By BARBARA MAYER
If you have been shopping for outdoor furniture and equipment
this spring, you may
have noticed that prices
are higher than you
remember from years
ago.
Where once you might
have expected to pay
under 8500 for a sturdy
table and four dining
chairs, today the same
quality could cost at
least that or more, according to sources in the
outdoor furniture field.
This helps explain
why outdoor and casual
furniture sales,
estimated at about MO
million last year, have
been going up while the
actual number of units
sold has remained
relatively stable.
"We are selling more
units in the upper end,
but not necessarily
more units overall,"
Jonathan Lamp, president of Medallion Furniture, told a home furnishings trade publication recently.
In partial compensation for these higher
prices, technology appears to be providing
Improved performance

WANTED 5 HOMES
5 homeowners in the general
oreo will be given the oppor•
tunity to hove new Precast
Stone applied to their home.
with optional decorative work
(siding, trim, shutters, replace.
went windows, storm windows
and doors) oto very low cost.
This amazing new stone has
captured the interest of
homeowners throughout the
United States who are fed up
with constant painting and
other maintenance costs. It provides insulation summer and
winter, at well as fire prOte,
hon. Our new product can be
used on every type of home including home, aluminum, vinyl
and steel sided homes. Also
concrete block, asbestos. shxco, etc Yetl he'. ChOee Of 11
different earth tones. It is now
going to be introduced to the
Calloway Counti area Your
home can be a show place in
the county, and we will make it
worth your while if we con use
your home for advertising,
100% bank financing available
with no down ppm., For an
appointment with Our profits. %tonal exterior designer, moil
within 5 doyt nome and ad
&el, to

Midwest Stone
Contractors, Inc.
Box 5083
EvenevIN4. Ind. 47716
Name
Address'
City
MOW
Phone:
Meese give arterials
Morning, NOIN1 or Evoning
NO OBLIGATION

from furniture and
other equipment for outdoor living.
For example, a
manufacturer of
children's play gyms
said the development of
a new nontoxic pressure
treatement for wood
had made its' possible
for the company to offer
a 15-year warranty
against rotting and insect damage.
Electrostatically applied powder coatings
are being used to make
aluminum furniture
durable over a longer
time period and new
synthetic fabrics that
resist fading and
destruction through
moisture are available.
Several fabrics are
being used for cushions.
Among them are "Textilene," a PVS-coated
polyester that is
unusually weatherresistant and "Dralon,"
an imported synthetic
that feels like cotton but
offers the longevity of
synthetics. In addition,
strapping for outdoor
furniture often has
ultra-violet ray inhibitors to stand up
longer under the punishment of sunlight.
Besides the traditional aluminum,
wrought iron and
redwood-type furniture
that has been a staple,
you will find on the
market furniture of
newer materials such as
PVC and injection molded pieces of synthetic resins.
Families shopping for
outdoor play gyms for
children will find a more
varied selection. Keeping up with the times,
some manufacturers
have appropriated
space-age themes. For
example, one is offering, under license, the
"Scout Walker Command Tower." The
tower has a batteryoperated, electronic
"command console"
that produces four
sounds of the future —
for a more realistic fantasy, apparently.
When shopping for a
gym set, select one that
Is reinforced with
heavy-duty metal
braces at the.corners to
maintain . rIgittity,
Braces shodd be Constructed in such a way
that a child's fingers
cannot get caught. Climb in g. and swinging
should be well
separated to prevent
children from bumping
Into one another.
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Mrs. Rhodes dies Monday Mrs. Grubb, Mrs. Mitchell
Mrs. Ruby L. Rhodes, Miss Hilda Rhodes, 408
dies; funeral
86, 406 Sycamore St., Sycamore St.: one dies; funeral
Murray, died Monday at sister, Mrs
Othie
Wednesday
1:30 p.m at the Murray- (Gladys) Smith. to be Friday
Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Raymond R. Rhodes. died
Dec 13, 1966. Born July
23, 1897, in Weakley
County, Tennessee, she
was the daughter of the
late John Winter and
Izora Morris Winter.
She was a member of
the First United
Methodist Church and a
retired employee of the
old Murray Hosiery
Mill.
Mrs. Rhodes is survived by one daughter,

Dathart, Texas
Graveside services
are today at 1 p.m. at
the Murray City
Cemetery. Dr. Walter
E. Mischke, Jr., and the
Rev. Richard Carruth
are officiating.
Pallbearers are Gordon Moody, Floyd
Garlanfd, the Rev.
Wilson Jones, Duane
Owens, Ken Adams and
Dick Sykes.
In charge of arrangements is the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.

Doctors' home visits
started in Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — An administrator for a group
of doctors that makes
house calls says she expects more than half of
the patients to be the
homebound or the
elderly,
"They are people you
never see in a doctor's
office. They wait until a
chronic illness becomes
acute," said Linda
Mudd, program administrator for Physician Housecalls.
The service — which
costs $85 — began Saturday in Jefferson County.
Eleven licensed doctors have been recruited
through a classified ad
and contacts in the
medical community,
Mrs. Mudd said.
Two wish to supplement their regular practices, two work in
emergency rooms,
three are in their last
year of residency and
four are "pretty much
full-time" because they
are waiting to open their
lawn offices or join a
group practice, she
said.
The doctors are allowed to write prescriptions
but not to dispense
drugs, Mrs. Mudd said.
They will come to a patient's home for examinations and, if
necessary, take
samples such as blood
or throat cultures.
The doctors made 12
visits over the weekend,
after the initial advertisement appeared in
Saturday evening's
newspaper. There is a
community need for
such a service, according to Mrs. Mudd, who
is former executive
director of Caretenders,
a Louisville home health
care service.
Some of the clients
are expected to be
households with several
children. If one child is
ill, a single head of the
household may choose
to call the service rather
than haul the entire
family to the hospital or
doctor's office, she said.
The house-call service
isn't meant for lifethreatening emergencies, which the doctors
would refer to a
hospital. And the physicians would send a
record of the house call
to a patient's regular
doctor the next day, she
said.
Physicians
Housecalls will be a nonprofit operation as an
arm of the Christian
Care agency, whose
non-profit incorporation
is pending, Mrs. Mudd
said. The health agency
offers its service under
the slogan "An Old
Tradition Revived."
Mrs. Mudd said she
knows some doctors
think the service will
reduce their practices
and use it to substitute
for regular health care.
"But to come to that
conclusion is to Jump
right over the bedfast
and the housebound,
who do not cgsgoctors

and cannot avail
themselves of ambulatory services," she
said.
Some Louisville doctors, however, say the
practice of making
house calls was never
obsolete.
"I think there are a lot
of doctors who still
make house calls — or
are about to start doing
it again," said Dr. Kenneth Holtzapple, head of
family practice at the
University of Louisville
School of Medicine.
"I think there's a need
for house calls in certain
selected patients who
can't get out. I think a
good percentage of doctors still do make house
calls, although they
don't advertise it — I do
on some of my patients," said Dr. James
E. Redmon Jr., of the
county chapter of the
American Academy of
Family Physicians.
Both men said their
math concern about the
service is that the
house-call doctor does
not have access to patient records and could
not ensure the treatment would be followed
up.
Lelan Woodmansee,
executive director of the
Jefferson County
Medical Society, said he
was not familiar with
the Physician
Housecalls service,
although he did say the
home-visit practice is
making a comeback in
other cities.
"It does sound like an
interesting concept," he
said.

Mrs. Jo Nellie Story
Mrs. Lena Mae MitGrubb, 46, died Monday chell, 65, former resiat 9:50 p.m. at the Los dent of Murray, died
Robles Regional Monday at a hospital in
Medical Center, Thou- Lexington.
sand Oaks, Calif
She was a resident of
She is survived by her Nicholasvllie where her
husband, Don R. Grubb, husband, Clarence MitCamarillo, Calif.; two chell, who survives, is
daughters, Miss Wendy with the University of
Ellenette Grubb and Kentucky Extension
Miss Amy Mechelle Service.
Grubb, Camarillo; one
The Mitchells resided
son, Bradley Nelson
in Murray about 30
Grubb, Dallas, Texas
years ago when he was
Her father, Harvey G.
with the Extension SerStory, one sister, Mrs.
vice here and she was
Ellwood iSharron)
parttime secretary at
Brown, Jr , one niece
the First Baptist
and two nephews, all of
Church.
Murray, also survive.
The funeral will be
Mrs. Grubb was
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at
preceded in death by
the Nicholasville Bapmother, Mrs. Reva
tist Church.
Story of Murray.
In charge of arThe deceased was a rangements is the Bettsformer resident of West Funeral Home, 404
Mayfield and a North Main St.,
graduate of Mayfield Nicholasvllle, Ky. 40356,
High School.
where friends may call
She was a member of until the funeral hour.
the Ventura Baptist
Burial will follow in a
Temple where services cemetery at Dixon with
will be conducted on Townsend Funeral
Friday.
Home there in charge.
Burial will follow at
the Coneja Memorial
Park in Camarillo.
In charge of the arrangements is the
Charles Carroll Funeral
Home, 15 Teloma, Ventura, Calif. 93003
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HITLER PAINTING — This painting Is oae of
20 watercolors attributed to Adolf Hitler that
were displayed for the first time June 59 In
Florence, Italy. The painting are scheduled to be

services held
on Monday
Final rites for
Seymour Nanney were
Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton,
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
and the Rev. Ricky Cunningham officiated.
Burial was in the
parnett Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Mr. Nanney, 79, Rt. 1,
Hardin, died Saturday
at 3:10 p.m. at Marshall
County Hospital,
Benton.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Lillie Nanney; one daughter, Mrs.
Norma Reed, Hardin;
three sons,Dan Nanney,
Benton, and Glenn Nanney and Ray Lynn Nanney, Hardin.
One brother, Samuel
Nanney of Murray, also
survives along with four
grandchildren.

LONDON (AP) — Theater, who defected played by three-time take on a major movie
Ballet great Mikhail to the United States in Tony Award nominee role, Miss Rosselini
Baryshnikov and Ingrid 1974 "For years, I Gregory Hines — living said, "I was afraid of
Be rgman's daughter, always got the same In the Soviet Union.
people asking me abcittE
model Isabella script — Russian ballet
Asked Sunday why living up to my-Rossellini, begin work star defects to the West. she waited so long to mother."
this month on a dance
"With this one, I got
film about a Soviet excited. I said, ' .. Let's
defector back on home try it."
soil after a 10-year
absence.
In the $10 million Col"The film is not a umbia Pictures movie,
reflection of my life and "White Nights," Miss
situation," said Rosselini, 31, plays a
Baryshnikov, artistic Soviet interpreter mardirector of New.York's ried to an expatriate
The funeral for Mrs. American Ballet American dancer
1 A
—
Sandra Faye Lawrence
was Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Goodwin
SEATTLE (AP) — Pacific University in
Funeral Home, Cadiz.
The Rev. John Hern- Jim Wells was lucky his Forest Grove, Ore.
alma
mater didn't force
That was in 1933.
don officiated.
Then they slipped his
Burial. was in the him to pay for his overdue'
library books — 51 mind, and the books sat
Fuller Cemetery in
years overdue,
FILM SERIES
Trigg County.
on his top shelf among
...essentials for living in an aimless world.
Wells,
74, of Kirkland, the rest of his old college
Mrs. Lawrence, 37,
got
permission to take texts until last month,
SU powerful films that speak wall OsnumasOm:irking risk dmicm
Tampa, Fla., died
•bin adventurously as Use years advance.enjoy*lame*dimsmilt
Saturday at 6:10 a.m. at the ethics books home when he attended his
•takim true godliness senously•overage*otomive dieting•amblish
with
him the summer 50th reunion and finally
ina a biblical attitude toward ambonty.
St. Joseph Hospital
after his junior year at returned them.
there.
(-Film I PRIORIl IE.N:
Film 4 GODLINESS: '..\
Froefoo.(roe tie Tyros., of the Urpoot
The Pmlo of Halm:arloomary
She is survived by two
'
4111011
sons, David Alan MitFilm 2 AGING:m..8
Film 5 ATTITUDES:
ti
fl
Yam lit a•teNceni
awn*dr Foal Yo• Serre 5int Mimi
chell, Fort Knox, and
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
Film 3 LEISURE:Mumma Film 6 AUTHORITY:
Mark E. Mitchell, Tam\ss AJ Mortaioios(ond Cooniniala)
Hop,ko a Taller! Figl•-lloct Ibrid 1
pa, Fla.; her parents,
Robert V. and Mary
Ir
ak
1 O.,*
•
•4 WORD INC .•
o...a.P•a0broa,..... f MM...i
•
.40\
Sholar Herndon, Cadiz.
Two surviving sisters
C .bear Ile
Callillk
orne seeMand
- km* Yetif Com\t
- new Smote
lliPP........oidilhMP
are Mrs. Kay Carol
film seines, now showing u.
miimww................
"
Acord, Von Ormy,
Texas, and Mrs. Joy
representing
Anita Mathis,. Trigg
American and International Traveltime
County.
Five surviving
5th At Maple•Murray, Ky.•For More Into. 753-3812
A
brothers are Robert
Hayden Herndon and
James Dwight Herndon,
Porterville, Calif.,
Donald Wayne Herndon
and Nick A. Herndon,
Trigg County, and Jerry
Allen Herndon, Murray.

Book returned 51 years later
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CharlesIt SIvindoU's
StrengtheningIbur Grip

„,411i

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

7:30 p.m. July 11th

FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SUMMER SALE
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TIRED OF YOUR NEIGHBOR
TELLING YOU HOW
GREAT HIS ECHO
TRIMMER IS?

ISN'T IT GREAT HOW THESE
ECHO TRIMMERS KEEP THE
LAWN NEAT ANO TRIM?

HARDWARE STORES ®

TOOL VALUE
OF THE MONTH

Don't spend another summer listening lo how
great an Echo trimmer is. Discover for yourself Why so rnany satisfied customers
cilces an Echo! For uncompromising reliability & proven
performance go
with Echo!
• Lightweight (cooly 10.1
)
•Ryles. flocked muffler gsward
helps pewees operator.
•Tag-teeedvamee trimming
herd far aos-meim trimming.
•48' shaft (or triatmasi hardiseressels

Master

'
ELECTRICIAN

shown along with masterpieces plundered from
Italy during the nazi era.
AP Laserphoto

Work started on film about Soviet defector

Mrs. Lawrence
dies; sorvices
held Monday

Mr. Nanney's

A

ELECTRICIAN

Now Only

7
GT160AE

REG. 5144.95

ECHO TRIMMER GT200

While Supplies Last

Crimp 'N' Cut
Tool & Terminal Kit
•

119

.•••••,00111.

Hardened-steel tool incl. wire cutter and stripper with wire gauge
Cuts bolts burr-tree. Incl. 48 asst'd
s conncV.Tc, 4792

ECHO TRIMMER SRM210

ECHO
TRIMMER KIT

REG. 174.95
REG. 209.95

SAVE
. SAVE

REG. 24.95
NOW ONLY

$13995 1
$169

$995

QUANTITIES LIMITED
z

urray ome
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

.A

Tithydae
1

Phone
753-2571
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Canadian team pitchers start
for both All-Star teams tonight
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP — Dave Stieb of the
Toronto Blue Jays received his second consecutive starting role for the American League
Monday as managers bypassed a unique matchup of youth-versus-age in announcing their
lineups for the 55th All-Star Game.
In a somewhat surprising move. Baltimore
Manager Joe Altobelli of the AL and
Philadelphia Manager Paul Owens of the National League opted for practicality in naming
their starting pitchers.
Owens picked Charlie Lea of the Montreal Expos, giving the major league's two Canadian
teams the honor of supplying the starting
pitching.
In picking the right-handed Stieb, Altobelli
passed over Detroit's Jack Morris, who pitched a
no-hitter this season and was the AL's winningest pitcher at the midsummer break with a
12-5 record, and Phil Niekro of the New York
Yankees, 11-4 with a league-leading 1.84 earned
run average.
Lea, appearing in his first All-Star Game, was
tied with Joaquin Andujar of St. Louis as the winningest pitcher in the majors. Lea has a 13-4
record, and Andujar, who left the country
because of illness in his family and was replaced
on the All-Star roster, is 13-6. Left-hander Fernando Valenzuela of Los Angeles is Andujar's
replacement.
Dream Matchup
A more obvious, dream matchup would have
been 19-year-old rookie Dwight Gooden of the
New Yourk Mets, 8-5 with a league-leading 133
strikeouts, against the knucklebalier, Niekro,
who turned 45 this year.
It would have provided a matchup of the
youngest and oldest players in All-Star history.
"I'm sure that was brought up in the thinking
of a lot of people," Owens said, "because it would
have been unique. But we went with the pitcher
who had the most rest because we didn't want to
hurt anyone."
Lea pitched Wednesday night, going nine innings to beat Atlanta.
"There was a lot of thought given to Niekro
because he's had a lot of success at
Candlestick." said Altobelli. "But we finally

Hey, Jay
What's Up?

decided to go with the same horse that got us
here last year."
Stieb worked three hitless innings and gave up
one unearned run while striking out four as the
AL broke an 11-game losing streak in the 1983
All-Star Game. The National League has won 19
of the past 21 All-Star contests.
NL Batting Order
Owens' announced a batting order that began
with left fielder Tony Gwynn of San Diego, who
leads the league with a .355 batting average,
followed by second baseman Ryne Sandberg of
Chicago; first baseman Steve Garvey of San
Diego, the Gillette Trophy winner as the top votegetter with 1,701,883; center fielder Dale Murphy
of Atlanta; third baseman Mike Schmidt of
Philadelphia; right fielder Darryl Strawberry of
New York; catcher Gary Carter of Montreal,
and shortstop Ozzie Smith of St. Louis.
AL Starting Lineup
Altobelli's starting lineup was second baseman
Lou Whitaker of Detroit; first baseman Rod
Carew of California, selected for the 18th time;
shorstop Cal Ripken Jr. of Baltimore; left fielder
Dave Winfield of New York, whose .370 average
leads the AL; right fielder Reggie Jackson of
California; third baseman George Brett of Kansas City; catcher Lance Parrish of Detroit, and
center fielder Chet Lemon of Detroit.
The Tigers led all teams with six All-Stars —
Morris. Whitaker, Parrish, Lemon, reliever
Willie Hernandez and shortstop Alan Trammell
— while the Mets and Expos each contributed
four in the NL. Two rookies besides Gooden were
selected to the team: first baseman Alvin Davis
of Seattle and second baseman Juan Samuel of

A peak performance

Trammell was replaced Monday on the AL
roster by Alfredo Griffin of the Toronto Blue
Jays. Trammell, a reserve shortstop, injured his
right arm in Sunday's game at Texas.
A
focus of attention — one might even
call it fear — during the pregame hoopla has
been Candlestick's often inclement weather,
harsh winds and cold temperatures.
The last time the All-Star Game was played
here in 1961, NL pitcher Stu Miller was blown off
the mound by a gust of wind. The wind also contributed to a record seven errors, five by the NL,
which won 5-4 in 10 innings.

CAUGHT IN THE ACT — The on-deck circle
becomes center stage for FUR Block's Jay Watson, The Murray Senior Babe Ruth player was a
big hit with the spectators and his teammatesprior to taking his turn at the plate Sunday. Watson and his travelling bat act will return to the old
city park field Thursday when host NSA Block
takes on Marshall Count) at 6 p.m. in the first
round of the district tournament,
l'hotos by David Tuck
_

Athletic directors discuss three plans
to find acceptable tv football proposal
CHICAGO (AP)
College athletic directors, hoping to come up
with an acceptable TV
football plan for the fall,
will discuss three different proposals and
their dollar values Tuesday during a special
meeting for footballplaying schools.
The session was called by the NCAA to
discuss and vote on a
new television plan sent
July 3 to its 113 voting
members in Division I-A
and 90 in I-AA.
The NCAA proposal
seeks voluntary'
cooperation by universities instead of the ironclad deal that the
Supreme Court ruled
two weeks ago was in

NCAA seeks
voluntary
cooperation
violation of federal antitrust laws. The court
said the NCAA cannot
continue as the sole
bargaining agent for its
football-playing schools.
That ruling, which
upheld a decision by
U.S. District Judge
Juan Burciaga in a
lawsuit brought by the
universities of Georgia
and Oklahoma, effectively killed a $263.5
million deal the NCAA

oltgook
At
1983
Sale
Prices

D

•

promise coalition that
enfolds the CFA and includes the Big Ten and
Pac-10 conferences, also
has a proposal.
Both alternate plans
include some sort of exclusive network deals,
not unlike the NCAA
package struck down by
the high court.
signed in 1982 with CBS
"I think it will be a
and ABC as well as a very close vote and I
two-year, $11.1 million hope the CFA will stick
package with ESPN.
together in voting it
"If our proposal is down," said Frank
defeated, I guess we're Broyles, athletic direcout of the television tor at CFA member
business," NCAA Arkansas and an ABCspokesman Jim Shaffer TV football
said Monday. "At our commentator.
last meeting, the ma"Too many games on
jority of the schools said TV would prove
they favored some sort disastrous to all of us
of plan. Now, we'll find and we think the NCAA
out how seriously they plan goes further than it
meant it."
has to to appease Judge
Waiting in the wings Burciaga. That will
with alternate plans mean less TV for the
should the NCAA's fail schools and leas money
to gain a working ma- to boot.
jority is the College
"It's new water we're
Football Association, testing and because we
which claims 63 have no restrictions, we
member schools and think the CFA or Footmany of the game's ball Television will have
powerhouses. The Foot- more bargaining
ball Television Planning power," concluded
Cotnmittee, a corn - Broyles.
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By The Associated Press
A sport-by-sport look
at the medal chances for
U.S. athletes and teams
in the 1984 Summer
Olympics, to be held in
Los Angeles July
28-Aug. 12:
ARCHERY
The United States has
won more Olympic archery medals than any
other country since
competition in the sport
began in 1904. Darrell
Pace, 1976 gold medalist
and two-time world
champion, leads the
men's team with Rick
McKinney, durrent
world champion. The
women's team is given
little chance of winning
a medal although the
United States has
dominated women's
competition since it
began in 1972.
BASKETBALL
Coached by Bobby
Knight of Indiana
University, the U.S.
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Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sale and get all you
can get in tractor performance

9.8% APR Financing
Available
There 4 a Case tractor to ft
your budget
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A preview of the chances for U.S. medals
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1984 Summer Olympics
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PALM BEACH GARDENS FIORIDA

men's team expects favorite at 132. Still, it 1980. Yugoslavia and
tough matchups with will tough for the Poland were considered
Italy, the current world American squad to threats to Soviet
champion; Yugoslavia, match the five gold dominance, so the
the defending gold medals won by U.S. box- Olympic field is wide
medalist, and Brazil, ers in 1976.
open. The U.S. women's
the best from South
.
GYMNASTICS
team was seeded 11th
America. The women's
Gymnastics, although before the boycott but
team, coached by Pat a glamour event in has a realistic chance at
Head Summitt of the Olympic competition, a bronze.
University of Ten- has not been a success
JUDO ,
nessee, received a huge for the United States.
The 1984 U.S. Olympic
boost when the 1983 Pan Since 1932, the United judo team Is considered
American team States has won one our strongest ever and
defeated the Soviet medal in men's com- many observers feel
Union in an exhibition petition — a bronze in this team could match
match. The United floor exercises in 1976 — the two medals won in 20
States is the favorite for and one in women's years of competition.
the gold in both competition — a team Ed Liddle, 132 pounds,
tournaments.
bronze in 1948. Japan and Craig Agena, 143
BOXING
and China should pounds, are considered
With the absence of dominate the men's two of the best to match
three-time Olympic medal count without the the Japanese, who have
champ Teofllo Steven- Soviet Union and East dominated the sport
son of Cuba, Tyrell Germany, while along with the Soviet
Biggs has a good chance Ftomania should rule the Union,
at winning the women's competition
ROWING
heavyweight gold with the absence of the
After winning just two
medal. Mark Breland, other East bloc medals in rowing in
the five-time Golden countries.
1976, the United States is
Gloves champion, is
HANDBALL
looking for success in
considered a favorite in
Another sport where 1984. The U.S. men's
the 147-pound class. American medal eight and four without
while Pernell Whitaker, chances increased coxswain both set
who defeated Cuba's greatly with the Soviet- course records in the
two-time Olympic led boycott. The Soviet prestigious Lucerne Inchampion Angel Her- Union men won the gold ternational Regatta.
rera this summer, is the medal in both 1976 and
SHOOTING
Having won two gold
medals in 1976, the U.S.
shooting team is looking
CA1
for a good medal
411VICI PAViS
PQM
harvest in 1984,
especially with the
absence of the Soviets.
Ed Etzel and Glen
Dubis, the only
qualifiers in more than
one event, lead the
men's team, while Wanda Jewell, Kim Dyer
and Pat Spurgin, a
sophomore at Murray
1983 Lincoln
State University, are
'26,189 Original Price
the leading women.
SOCCER
'16,189 Today's Price
The United States has
'10,000 Savings
never won a medal in
Looaltad, Dosignor Sorlos — BM Bless
Olympic soccer corn•
.16lidsht Hall Acmes's)
2610,lon and
just one game, a-2-1 victory over Estonia in
1924. The U.S. team this
year will have a number
of players from the
North American Soccer
641 S. Murray
753-2617
League, but medal
chances are very slim.

DWAIN TAYLOR
E-HEVROLET
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Cooney comeback bout postponed
NEW YORK (AP) Gerry Cooney, the onetime heavyweight
challenger who hasn't
fought in more than two
years, promises he will
return to the ring in 1984
despite another in a
series of injuries and
postponements
Cooney's scheduled
July 20 bout in Dallas
with Phillip Brown, one
of his former sparring
panthers, was put off indefinitely Monday
because of an injury to
the rotator cuff area of
his left shoulder.
Cooney said he suffered the injury in a

sparring session last
Wednesday.
"I went to throw a left
hook and the guy was
corner," he said. "My
shoulder was not behind
it. It was a wide hook
and I pulled a muscle."
The postponement
was announced after an
examination by Dr. Jeffrey Minkoff, who said
Cooney's boxing future
would not be known until further tests are
taken. Cooney was to be Press."I'm sure the
examined again today.
stuff they're going to
"I guess they'll write write about will just
things about me, huh?" make me get in there
Cooney said in a more. Without a doubt
telephone interview I'll fight in 1984."
with The Associated
Cooney has not boxed

since he was stopped in
the 13th round of a tile
match by World Boxing
Council heavyweight
champion Larry
Holmes on June 11, 1982
Cooney was supposed
to fight Brown on June
18, 1983, but it was called off because of a
knuckle injury on
Cooney's left hand,
which required surgery.
He also missed a match
against Earnie Shavers
in 1980 because of a
finger injury and was
unable to fight an exhibition against Joe
Bugner in January 1982
because of a back
problem

Indiana displays hoop mania

Record crowd watches Olympiads
INDIANAPOLIS
(AP) - It's fine-tuning
time for the United
States Olympic basketball teams as they
prepare to travel to Los
Angeles
Both teams added to
their victory total Monday, defeating all-star
squads before a record
crowd of 67,596 at the
new $81-million Hoosier
Dome.
"Only in Indiana
could 67,000 people show
up for a basketball
game," said Indiana
Coach Bob Knight, who
is guiding the men's
Olympic team and
developed plans for the
doubleheader.
The largest previous
crowd to attend a
basketball game in the
United States was 61,612
at the 1982 NCAA championship showdown between Georgetown and
North Carolina in the
New Orleans
Superdome.
Five scorers hit double figures to lead the
Olympians over a Na-

tional Basketball
Association all-star
squad 97-82. St. John's
Chris Mullin came off
the bench to lead all
scorers with 18 points in
18 minutes of play.
The NBA team, which
included Larry Bird and
three of his teammates
from the world champion Boston Celtics
along with former Indiana star Isiah Thomas
of the Detroit Pistons,
stayed close for about 10
minutes. Then Mullin
came off the bench to
spark a 12-2 spurt. The
streak began with the
NBA leading 20-18, but
the all-stars never drew
closer than six points
thereafter.
•
"I think everyone
wanted to be a part of
history tonight," said
Bird, who led the NBA
with 14 points.
All-American Sam
Perkins of North
Carolina, who started at
center, finished with 14
points. His teammate on
the Olympic squad and
at North Carolina,

Michael Jordan, had 12.
The victory gave
Knight's squad a 5-0
mark in exhibition play.
"We've got guys who
aren't being paid a
nickle and they're playing like they're getting a
million. Everyone is
giving a dedicated effort
for their country," said
Knight, who is still shifting his personnel to find
the best combinations.

In the first game of
the doubleheader the
U.S. women Olympians
defeated a women's allstar team 97-54 behind
All-American Cheryl
Miller's 18 points. Carol
Blazejowski scored 20
points for the all-stars
The victory gave
Coach Pat Head Sum mitt's squad a 23-0
record against women's
competition.

Beginning with a fourround win over Jimmy
Young on May 24, 1980,
and including one-round
knockouts of Ron Lyle
and Ken Norton as well
as the Holmes fight,
Cooney has fought less
than 19 full rounds in
49% months. His record
is 25-1, with 21
knockouts. He will be 28
on Aug 24
Cooney said he has
been preparing for the
Brown fight since
January and has spent
$250,000 on training
expenses.
"I've had luck .. . it's
all been bad. It's got to
change. It (the injury)
is not nearly anything as
serious as last time,"
Cooney said, referring
to the rotator cuff injury
that forced postponement of his fight against
Holmes from March to
June 11, 1082.''But the
doctor said I couldn't
even be 90 percent of
myself, and it's very important that when I go
out there, I look good."
"The fight has been
postponed indefinitely ..
. and that's a long
time," said George
Kreiger, in charge of
sports for HBO, which
was to have televised
the match.

Do it yourself.. save big bucks!
Car & truck oarts...save 10-50%

Ilajor League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
L
Detroit
22
57
Toronto
50
34
611▪6
BalUmore
SO
al
541
Boston
41
43
490
Milwaukee
Id
47
463
New York
46
74
439
Cleveland
33
45
403
WEST DIVISION
Chicago
40
44
324
Minnesota
41
43
51.2
1
Californta
512
4.3
I
Oakland
43 46
US 3
Kane.CIty
30
476
43
4
Seattle
40
46
455
Texas
07
40
15
Manday's Gamin
No gam* scheduled
7weaday's6wm
All-Star Game. at Candlestick
Park San Framiono,
Weardellay's Gaines
No games scheduled

History
The Perry brothers,
Gaylord and Jim, won
more games than any
other pitching brother
combination in the big
leagues. Gaylord won
314 and Jim 215 for a
total of 529.

South 12th Street

Leaders
AlITEILIOCAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1200 at *tali
Winheld. New York. CO. Puckett.
Minnesota. la. Hrbek, Mtnnesola
365, Mattingly. New York. .$30
Sheridan. Kamm City. 320
HOME RUNS
Kingman.
Oakland. 73; Armes. Boston, 22.
Thornton, Cleveland 21, Kittle.
CIlltatio- 20. ADavu Seatlle, IS.
Baylor. New York 18. Murphy,
Oakland. 11.
STOLEN BASES Ritendereon
Oakland, 43, Pettis, Callfornla, 34.
Butler Cleveland. 3., Garcia.
Toronto. 27. Collins. Toronto, 23
PITCHING 19 decIzions,
Caudill. Oakland, 8.1. MO. 107.
Leal, Toronto. 9-2. CA. LOD Petry.
Detroit. 11-3. 756. 3.9. Stet,
Toronto. 0-1 .730, IC. Dotson.
Chicago, 11.4. .733, 2.64. Niekro,
New York. 11-4. .233. 144.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING i300 at *Li Gwynn
Sian Diego, 366. Trancona. Mon
treat. See . Sandberg. Chicago.
334. C•bell
Houston, 324,
Wunington Allan*. 134
HOME RUNS Murphy. ALLasita
20. Schmidt, Philadelphia, 10.
GCarter. Montreal, 15. JDarlii
Chicago. 14. Mar•hall, L.o•
Angel., 14, Virgil. PhIladel*La,
14, Wallach, Montnial. 14
STOLEN BASES
Samuel
Philuklphia, NY Wiggins. San
Diego, 35. Itch*. CincLnnatl, 31
Dernier. Chicago 30 Rama. Montreal. zs
PITCHING 18 decision.
Soto.
Cincinnall. 0-2. .611. 2.96, Darling.
New York. 10-3. 709. 3.341 Lea.
Montreal, 111-4, Ms 236. Oroeco.
New York. 6-2. 250. ISO. ?Peres
Atlanta. 9-3..250. 4.33

753-8971

Southside Centerfr

SCR-10 by Realistic"

Save
$80

•2-Way Speaker Systems, Each With 51/." Woofer and
Solid-State Tweeter for Home-Quality Stereo
•Automatic Search Music System Helps Find Selections Fast
Record off-the-air or use the built-in mikes to make "live" tapes. Variable
monitor lets you listen as you record. Cassette features auto-level record,
auto-stop at end of tape and 3-digit counter. 12-step LED meter for power,
battery and VU, loudness switch and FM stereo indicator. #14-780
Batteries extra

AM/FM Stereo Phono With Cassette

ET 330 by Radio Shack

Clannette'-108 by Realistic

$100
Save $80
9995 17:15 Off

189g5

500-Foot Range.

Programmable Security Code
Protects Your Private Line

Make or take calls anywhere,
even outdoors One-touch
memory dialing of two numbers, last-number automatic redial #43-267 FCC rsysisred

Sensational Die-Cast Speaker Sale
Lowest Price Ever! Minimus'-7 by Realistic

289.95
USE YOUR
ItaIre noel.

34% offf Features "bog stereo" sound in a spacesaving "tower" design. Record cassettes from radio or
2-speed changer. Matching 15"-high speakers, 10-LED
level meter, Auto-Magic' FM tuning, aux input #13-1213

Super Videotape Sale-Stock Up Now
and Save! SUPERTAPE' by Radio Shack

Cut40%

Palmer sings praises
of golfs senior tour
"In the next five
years, I look for the
senior tour to really
become a more important entity in the game
of golf."
Palmer, who last won
on the regular PGA tour
11 years ago but has two
*enlar
year, will join defending
champion Don January
in playing the Citizens
Union Senior Golf
Classic in Lexington
Aug. 29-Sept. S.
The tournament will
be played on the Griffin
Gate Golf 0ourse

WEST INVISSON
San Diego
44
14
150

Atlanta
el
41
520 5
Los Angeles
46
42
$17 4
14oaiston
42 45
*3 0
CiricInnati
N
sa
4* 12
San Tnuicisco 53 50
30e 17
Meaday's Gaines
No games scheduled
Tonday's Gime
AllStar Game at Candlestick
Park San Francisco n
Wedneallay'$ Ganes
No games achedialed

Portable AM/FM Stereo Cassette Recorder Now Cut 44%

Reg. 179.95

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Golfing great
Arnold Palmer, visiting
Lexington to promote an
upcoming tournament,
predicted that the senior
tour would become a
"more important entity" in the PGA over the
next rive ewe:
• •
"We can't play all the
senior events we have
requests for," Palmer
said Monday, noting
that the total prize
money has grown from
$750,000 a few years ago
to $6 million in 1084.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
Pd
L
GS
New YOrk
47
34
MO ChIcago
46 /6
521
ia
Pluladelplua 43 *
944
664
Montreal
41
744
43
45/
St Lout.
41
44
1/2 5
Plitaburgh
32
52
391 17%

We're
Off a
Price-Cut Ex
Save 26% to 44% on
the Very Latest in
Home Bectronics

Our Best Cordless Phone-44% Off

29?ah
Big savings on one ot our most
popular speakers' Only 7" high, yet
delivers amazing sound. Perfect for
home, car-anywhere Longexcursion 4" woofer and 1" softdome tweeter Handles up to 40
*cots ..iiirkiffrAanger slots aria
spnng-clip terminals Black.
140-2030 Silver. 040-2034

I

Our excLusive, premium hxmolalInnApaaright,true-tb-file mint's tame+ au....
•peritYpicture definition, even after multiple recordings and playbacks
So take advantage of this sale price and stock up today; VHS, #44-400
Beta, 044-475

Check Your Phone Book for the Rade°/Me*Store or Dearer Nearest You
A DI\/1`,1( /rJ

11
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Answer to mystery
still unknown in death
of Derby winner Swale
LEXINGTON, Ky. department at Cornell
(AP) - Pathologists University, where
are still seeking a pathologists have been
definite answer to what studying tissue samples
killed Kentucky Derby from the animal.
winner Swale, but acDuring the autopsy,
cording to a published pathologists expected to
report the colt's death find a visible cause of
may have been caused death - such as a rupby a small lesion in the tured aorta
heart tissue.
But "the heart was
The New York Daily beautiful," said Robert
News reported today Fritz, the veterinarian
that Dr. Helen Acland, who pronounced the
head of the pathology horse dead. "There was
laboratory at the New no cerebral hemorBolton Center of the rhage, no blood in the
University of Penn• spinal fluid, nothing
sylvania veterinary abnormal."
school, discovered the
Fritz said pathologists
lesion that killed the ran into a problem when
3-year-old champion on they discovered that
the morning of June 17. some of Swale's organs
The News reports that had been discarded the
an announcement of the day after the autopsy.
discovery could come as They were apparently
early as Thursday.
thrown out by a
According to doctors, maintenance worker
the lesion could have after sample tissues
resulted in arrythmia were taken from them,
and made Swale's heart he said.
beat erratically. Swale
Track veterinarian
collapsed and died after James Hill said discaran early -morning ding organs was not
workout at Belmont unusual after sample
Park.
tissues were taken.
Dr. Acland, who perBut Fritz said the
formed the autopsy on absence of the organs
Swale, said the chance prevents the doublethat he suffered a stroke checking of any leads
were "highly unlikely."
Despite not knowing
"We've found what killed Swale, no
nothing," said Dr. one in Trainer Woody
George Maylon of the Stephens' barn believes
equine toxicology foul play was involved.

TI EKIME. JULY IS, IOW

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

Young-Looking Woman Thinks
Company May Have Her Number

By Abigail Van Buren

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
3 Mountain
1 Moccasins
pass
5 New York
4 Searchers
baseball
5 Measuring
team
device
9 Corded cloth 6 Latin
12 Century plant
conjunction
13 Short jacket 7 Small child
14 Before
8 Protecting
15 Quiet
tooth
17 Symbol for
9 Feel indigtantalum
nant at
18 To err
10 Great Lake
19 Ship bottom 11 Await
21 Avarice
settlement
23 Wire
16 Nullity
message
20 Toiled
27 Article
22 Sun god
28 Macaw
23 Pound down
29 Genus of
24 Pitching
cattle
slats
31 Flap
25 Note of scale
34 Parent
26 Cleaning
colloq
utensil
35 Bent down
30 Calm
38 Negative
32 Dillseed
39 Greek letter 33 Torso
41 Bungle
36 Scrap
42 Irritated
44 Spanish for
yes
46 Audacity
48 Score
51 Completed
52 Anglo-Saxon
money
53 Babylonian
deity
55 Quote
59 Alcoholic
beverage
60 Competent
62 Pedal digits
63 Mournful
64 Female ruffs
65 Break
suddenly
DOWN
1 Dance step
2 Mohammedan name

Answer to Previous Puzzle

GLUM 011000
BOUM CDOCUM
COMU MOM
WM CUMWU MUM
OLIM =MUM OM
LIMMU OMUUUMM
MMUM LAMM
MMUUMM MULIUM
MUM MOM
OM MUM CUM
MOM 000U MU
MOMWM MUMCBM
ODOM DOME
37 Leads
40 Isolate
43 Chinese
distance
measure
45 Negative
prefix
47 Customs
48 Clothing
49 Solo

50 Twelve
months
54 Lincoln's
nickname
56 Electrified
particle
57 Beverage
58 Sixth sense
abbr
61 French article

DEAR ABBY: I am a 44-year-old
divorced woman executive presently
working for a large, prosperous
company, where! have advanced in
position and salary beyond my
wildest dreams.
When I applied for this job I lied
about my age because I was afraid
that they would not hire a woman
my age. Believe it or not, I put "29"
on my application when I was 41—
and I got away with it.
I need to know how I can change
the date on my birth certificate. I've
heard it is possible. You see, my
company is sending some of their
top people out of the country. I'll
need a passport, and if my right age
is on the passport, they will know I
lied about my age on my job
application.
I'm healthy, bursting with energy
and look young enough to pass for
32, so what harm, would it do?
KEEP ME ANONYMOUS
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Deliberately lying about your age on
a job application is a minor
Infraction compared to lying
about your age when applying
for a passport. That, my friend,
is a federal offense, punishable
by a fine and/or imprisonment.
Today it is illegal to ask a
woman her age when she applies
for a job. (That's called "discrimination.")
Play it straight. Use your right
age for your passport. No one
except the immigration officers
are likely to see it. And they
won't care.

McDonald's &inns the rush hour?"
Abby, who was rude? And do you
think that woman would have
spoken that way if we had been a
table of adults?
JUST A TEEN-AGER
DEAR JUST:The woman was
rude. And I doubt if she would
have spoken that way to a table
of adults.

DEAR ABBY: My wife's sister
and brother have not spoken to me
since the death of their mother two
years ago. At the age of 91, that
beautiful lady had lived a long and
righteous life and had many lifelong
friends.
My sister-in-law, who was the
executor of her mother's estate,
decided on a private funeral. Consequently, a dismally depressing
funeral with only family members
present was held.
As my only means of expressing
my outrage and disapproval of the
secretive means her family used to
bid that dear, beloved lady Godspeed
to her heavenly reward, I declined to
attend the funeral.
As a consequence of my action, I
expect that my wife and her family
will hold a grudge against me for
the rest of my earthly days.
Was I wrong in thinking that
funerals should be open to all who
wish to bid a loving farewell to one
they shall never see again?
OSTRACIZED IN COLORADO

DEAR OSTRACIZED:You are
entitled to your opinion concerning what you think funerals
DEAR ABBY: There's a lot of talk should be, but you showed an
about how rude teen-agers are today. inexcusable lack of respect for
I would like to tell you about an your wife and her siblings by
incident that took place not long refusing to attend their mother's
funeral for whatever reason.
ago.
Some friends and I were in
McDonald's having lunch after final
exarqs. We were conversing normally—not shouting or making any
(Every teen-ager should know
kind of a disturbance—when a the truth about drugs, sex and
woman at the next table called over how to be happy. For Abby's
to us, and in a very nasty tone booklet, send your name and
yelled, "Will you kids shut up? I address clearly printed with a
have a baby who is trying to sleep check or money order for $2.50
here!" ,
(this includes postage) to: Abby,
I thought (but did not say), "So Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
why did you bring your baby to Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

PEANUTS
DONALD DUCK IS
FIFTY YEARS OLD?
TWAT'S PRETTY OLD
FOR A DUCK...

DO I KNOW 141M?
NO, I DON'T KNOW NIM

,
Eastern cuts
Fla.-NY rate

NANCY
AS LONG AS IM
HERE AT SUMMER
CAMP,I MIGHT AS
WELL TRY CANOEING

I) PUSH 'YOUR

CANOE
INTO THE WATER
AND NOP N

BEETLE BAILEY
LET ME TEL L YOU AGAII4
VERY SLOWLY, ZERO

GARFIELD
SINCE WE CAN'T WATCH 7 V
PORING A POWER FAILURE,
GARFIELP, WHAT SAY WE
LISTEN TO THE RAI710 ?

HAMA! PO
FEEL 511)PIP

NO,THANKS.
I'M JO5T
GOING TO
SIT I4ERE
ANO C.FlY FOR
A WHILE

BLOND
MY, LOCK AT CMGVICCO
USE THAT HAMMER

THAT /000RAMO LINE
CAN HOLD
DOZEN LIKE
HiM COME
ON CIANO!

MIAMI (AP) —
Eastern Airlines announced a $198 roundtrip fare between
southern Florida and
New York, less than a
week after a third major
U.S. airline became a
victim of the air fare
wars that have raged
since deregulatio.
Competitors on the
heavily traveled routes
promised to match
Eastern.
The fare, starting July 18, has at least two
restrictions: Tickets
must be purchased a
week In advance and only round-trip tickets will
be available.
Last Tuesday, Air
Florida, which had competed with Eastern, filed for protection from
its creditors under
Chapter 11 of the
Federal Bankruptcy
Act. All its planes were
grounded and all but 115
of its 1,200 employees
are out of work after the
shutdown.
Major airlines, including Eastern, now offer one-way fares of $119
Monday through Thursday, and $139 Friday
through Sunday. Starting July 16, those trips
will require a round-trip
ticket with a weekend
stay to qualify for the
$198 rate.
Eastern posted a
$183.7 million net loss
last year and has blamed cut-rate fares for
many of its financial
woes. Airlines such as
Northeastern InternaUonal Arways of Fort
Lauderdale and People
Express of Newark,
N.J., both non-union,
have been able to
charge lower fares
theirAir
costs are lower than
Eastern's.
Northeastern offers a
$79 one-way fare bet•
ween southern Florida
and New York. Eastern
officials say they will
not match that fare.

"SORRY — NO CONNECTION" — Two giant bands,each measuring six foot, 8U-inches seem to grasp at each other — but there is too much space
between them. The hands are decorating a new post office in a suburb of Cologne and are made by West German artist Michael SchwarzeAP Laserphoto

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
legal

1 •Legal

INVITATION FOR BIDS
BIDS WILL BE RECEIVED FOR THE SALE AND REMOVAL
AND-OR DEMOLITION OF IMPROVEMENTS BY THE KEN.
TUCICY TRANSPORTATION CABINET, DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS, AT IT'S DISTRICT ONE OFFICE, P.O. BOX 3010,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY, ON KENTUCKY DAM ROAD.
BIDS WILL BE OPEN ON JULY 19,1984, AT 10:00 AM AT THE
DISTRICT OFFICE. THIS IS IN CONJUCTION WITH THE
RIGHT OF WAY ACQUISITION ON PROJECT: CALLOWAY
COUNTY: FSP-018-0641-007-008-008R; 000CF-08411-005, 12TH
STREET IN MURRAY (US 841).
PARCEL 04a
•
FORMER OWNER:
Sindin R. Jobs Trust
ADDRESS:
202 S. 12th Street
DESCRIPTION:
14 Story frame residence
1 concrete block garage
PARCEL 045
FORMER OWNER:
Urban Starks Estate
ADDRESS:
122 S. 12th Street
DESCRIPTION:
1 Story commercial building
PARCEL 051
FORMER OWNER:
Joe M. Parker
ADDRESS:
106 South 12th Street
DESCRIPTION:
VA Story frame residence
PARCEL 058
FORMER OWNER:
Beverly Wyatt
ADDRESS:
102 South 12th Street
DESCRIPTION:
14 Story frame residence
PARCEL 060
FORMER OWNER:
Roy Starks
ADDRESS:
122 South 12th Street
DESCRIPTION:
1 Story commercial building
PARCEL 013
FORMER OWNER:
Howard Brandon
ADDRESS:
1200 West Main Street
11.4 Story frame .residence
DESCRIPTION:
PARCEL 018
FORMER OWNER:
Howard Brandon
ADDRESS:
101 North 12th Street
15ESCRIPTION:
1% Story frame residence
ALL OF THE ABOVE IMPROVEMENTS ARE LOCATED IN
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
NOTE
When bidding for demolition, the bidder must bid on all the above
listed improvements. Bids must be broken down into seperate per
parcel bids and the Department of Highways has the right to reject all or part.
Possession date on the above advertised improvements will be
given upon notification by Department of Highways.
THE KENTUCKY TRANSPORTATION CABINET, DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS, RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT
ANY AND ALL BIDS.
Representative of the Right of Way Division will be available
to show prospective bidders said property by appointment only.
Bid forms and instructions may be obtained from the above
designated Right of Way Office or from agent showing property.
For further information, contact Joe Wilson, Property Management Agent, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. Department of
Highways, Phone No. 502-898-2431, Ext. 360. All bids received by
mall shall be received in the above designated office before date
and hour set for opening bids and should contain the following information on the front of the envelope. "Sealed Bids" and opening date. Address all mailed bids to the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet. Department of Highways. Division of Right of Way. P.O.
Box 3010. Paducah, Ky. 42002-3010
A performance bonds will be required. The amount will be
$2,000.00.per parcel.
2 .Notice

2 •Notice

Read The Classifieds
For Bargains Everdayl

CONCFtETE steps. New
shipment arrived last
week. Get them while
the selection is good.
Rickman Norsworthy
Lumber Co 603 S 4th
St., 758-6460.

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE

r :.•414tin
AT

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Jim Sutter & Jerry
Hem, — .,.41Pour
showroom from
8:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOPA
MOTORS. INC.
Olds-Porn -Cod -Illuicit

2

Notice

FOR SALE
A Q.T. Yamaha
Moped in good
conditiqn
for
$200.00 dollars
Call 759 1405
5 Lost and Found
L9$T Ill wk old ,gia
en, near Vine St.
Appreciate any info.
See Andy at 1411 Vine or
call (90 1 1 64 4.1 468.
Reward offered.

Thuriday

around 6 on Murray
State Varsity Tennis
Courts. Alligator type
band. 753-9820.

1EDGER

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
TiR

5. Lost and

Found

15. Articles lot Sate

MUST SELL • Kenmore
Portable Dishwasher
with power wash,
hygenic rinse, *76 Sofa,
1ov...eat chair, set for
1125. All In excellent
condition. 756-9660
RDS Shingles. $17.11
6. Help Wanted
sq 7/8" Roof nailsbIESZL Mechanic. $11 00 per 50 lb MidMori be familiar with South Wholesale, &a E.
cumrnins, detroit and Washington. Parts, Tn,
caterpillar motors. 901442-2562
Must have own tools
90 1 - 352 - 5 77 7 ,
USED BUT NICE
8a.m.
Now shipment of
LIVE In and care for
small wood desks
elderly couple Meals
Wood and metal
and board furnished
desk, table. secretarial
Must have own transand autooutivir swivel
portation. Salary 5136
chairs, fling cabinets.
per week. Phone 7591067.
blue print flea. &torsos
lifONEYMAKINCI
cabinets.
adding
books. Up to $750 next
machines,
electric
weekend guaranteed!
typewriters.
Send for Free InformaCRYTS USED
tion. Pender Publishing
OFFICE FURNITURE
Company "Dept " A
1015 Jefferson
Box 54, New Concord
Paducah 442-4302
Ky. 43076
Miff in New Concord
area. 1 Red Tick Female. 1 Black and Tan
Mali Coon Hounds. If
seen please call
436-5649

24. Miscell

33. Apts for Rent

CLICIWATTCr SALE.
Tillers. 5 h p Briggs
and Stratton engine.,
chain drive. $229.N.
Wallin *Hardware,
Paris.

I AND 3 BR apts Lease
and deposit required
Adults only No pets
763-9306

43 Real Estate
fPOR Real Service In
Real Estate, Contact
Kopperud Realty. 711
Main We work at your
convenience Phone 753-

48

Auto Services

nr-vairaw-m-um
emission for Dodge
Will sell separate or
together. 154-9354 after
m
DOOD Reconditioned
Auto Batteries
guaranteed' $15 ex
change Call 753-3711

JILILI le Met

rmkjs
g

50 Used Trucks
1978 DATSUN King
-Cab
pickup, 5 speed $2,400
Call 753-2708
51

PAGE
G 13

53 Services Offered
C-USTOM Bushhogging
Call 4744061
GENERAL /10112
REPAIR 15 years experience Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, aiding NO JOB
TO SMALL Free estimates. Days 75846/73,
nights 474-23711
it (Sonney) McKinney Appliance Service
All makes and models
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Appliances
Located at
George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store
753-8605 or 492 KAM

53

Services Offered

•
•

Campers
ACCEPTING apSQrta campe7
plications. 1 or 2 BR
436-2456
used games for sale apts. Mur Cal Apta
44 Lots for Sale
a 'DELL'S Re15%
FT
Shasta Lo-rnte
cheap. $5 to $10 each. Northwood Dr. 768-4964
frigeration and Air
camper trailer, stove
Will alao trade 901.247. Equal Housing 1 ACRE Wooded fol
Condition Service
with
oven icebox and
artimtrssAi
_i_ mile norm of Murray
3799.
Cleaned and repaired
furniture, sleeps 6 Call
759-4688 or 753-7637
49. Used Cars
ra
Or
GOOD used riding
Hwy 280. 753.7775.
753-89116.
mowers, starting at 2 BR Zimmerman 120 BROAD St 1111% 11000 CARS. 74 an
r'ATNTING. interior
18 FOOT Casual Camper
, S 16th 7534009
blacktop frontage 208
$250. Call 7634201 or
and exterior By the ,sob
for sale at Missing Hills
ft. deep 753-6252 and newer, nice local cars
come by Murray Rental ONE arid two BR apt
753-9872.
or by the hour. ,Re
Resort, air conditioned,
ME-6W
and Sales, 200 East near downtown Murray
ferences
1967
by request
JAGUAR
RICE
excellent
condition,
water
753-4109, 762-6660, 436- AURORA one to 18
Main, Murray,
Call 437-4221 or 437-4534
acres wooded Kentucky Coupe, rebuilt engine, front lot Call 753-0E66.
REAVY cut hardwood 2488.
new
tires,
excellent 18'
SMALL neatly fur- Lake area, from $3,996, condition.
REVELL Travel
slabs. $4.00 bundle
$9,000 Phone
Trailer. Sleeps 6 Self
Morgan Lumber Co , nished 1 BR apt. located nothing down. from $39 753-6333 after
Altainum Service Co
5p.m.
month,
100
Contained
South
for
13th
home.
753-4012.
Gas and
Henry. Tn
Days
Akininurn and rinyl
mobile home. free in- 1970 IMPALA. 4 dr , electric Very clean Set
901-587-3109. Nights 901BAILEY'S
FARM
33 Rooms for Rent
formation phone Mr. 70,xxx actual miles, up at Shamrock Resort
sling. Custom tom sort
6874354.
local ear, North 16th 901-232-8211
LUMBER
Shell
1-800-521-4006
or
owner,
MURRAY Satellite Itontt tor colTege
References. C tfd Ed
and Poor Farm Rd.
For all your
Edward Comfort, 502Sales. Come, by and studenta Boys or girls
1973 DATSUN Station 238-24601996.
Bailey, 753-0689.
out building needs
check out our equip- 753-5561
46 Homes for Sale
Wagon 610, re
759 1099
ment. Prices start at ROOMS for rent, 1 block
BR house and cot In conditioned, runs good.
Corner of Industrial Rd
$1,650 and up. All from University Call
WET-IMEIZENTrIt7
$900 or best offer Call
Hazel.
$6.500.
Has
new
equipment guaranteed. 753-8146.
750-4110
RO4JFING. Hot Work, make wet basements
wiring and insulation
For Sale
1114 Poplar, 753-9263.
dry Work completely
131=1511913-7Wr
rls, air fully carpeted,
1974
Shingles,
AUDI
All
Fox,
Kinds
auto
Call
some
4"-4'x12` conditioned. 1810 Far140 . 2
transmission, sunroof.
for free estimate 502. guaranteed Call or
Camper For
appliances. 753-0861.
write Morgan ConSMALL Clingstone Sheetrock- $6.25 pc. mer Call 5p.m -10p m
AM/FM radio, re328-8934.
taR,
I
Brick
home,
Mid-So
uth
759-4952
Wholesale,
Small Pick-up LAWN Mower and tiller struction Co Rt 1 Box
peaches Call Floyd
formal dining room and asonably. Priced 753.
Receptionist/
342
E.
Washington
409A,
Paducah, Ky
,
McKenzie, 753-4725.
repair. 3 miles south on
living room, 2 baths. 9620 after 5p.m.
34. Houses for Rent
Paris, Tn., 901-642-2552,
Call
TYPEWRITER,
121 See Wayne and Kim 42001 or call 1442-7026
Secretary
den kitchen, double car 1974 GRAND Torino
OAK
WILL haul white rock,
Firewood,
passive
Olympia electric (pica)
Sport Broughm Edition,
Wilson, 753-5066.
753-6098
525/rick delivered. 753- solar home at Pan. garage, central heat new tires,
sand, lime, rip rap and
Local accoun- w/metal typing table, =1.
351 CleveLICENSED Electrician
and air, woodburning
masonary sand, coal.
anima Shores. 3 BR and stove, assumable loan. land. sharp car. $1,500.
$200. Computer monifor
residential and
dirt, gravel, fill sand
ting firm needs tor. 9" Sanyo B/W, $80. PANELING; Paneling, sleeping loft about 2,000 Located 3 blocks from Very good condition_ After 6 p.m. commercial.
Heating Call
Paneling. Lots of colors sq. ft. built in applian- University
Roger Hudson
Call
753-7898.
753-0396-or
Best Offer
759-9676.
and air condition, gas
on dead end
someone with
753-4545 or 753-8763
to choose from. $5.45 ces, microwave, washer street.
Installation and repair
Priced to sell in 1077 CHRYSLER Cor16. Home Furnishings
and up
Mid -South and dryer, central mid $60's. Call 759-4626 dova. 437.4350 after
Phone 753-7203.
good typing DINETTE set.
Wholesale, 342 E. vacuum Available Aug. after 5p.m.
4p.m.
Aluminum and Vinyl
IdASONARY Work.
Ten City Washington,
Paris, Tn., 1. No pets. $460 month.
1078 WHITE Trans Am, 1982 FRANKLIN cam- brick, block and stucco,
sidkva and Aluminum
skills, will train maple, drop leaf table 901-642-2552.
Call 753-5980 or 758-1203.
BEAUTIFUL 3 BR, low mileage, excellent per,
w/6 chairs, $225. 753
foundation repair. No
for all houses it
trim
factory
and
heat
RAILROAD Ties,
ROUSE for rent in lake home, Lakeway condition. Call 762-4456
on word pro- 7698.
air, good condition. job too big or too small.
stops painting
and up. Call 753-2905 or Hardin. 759-1417.
Shores, partially fur- after 5p.m.
Call 901-243-4104 aak for
Reasonable.
753-1537.
Jack Glover
4354343 or 485-4310.
TWO BR unfurnished nished. Selling to setlle 1979 DODGE Dart,
cessor, light
Danny. Frees.
Rttr
753-1873
Full Size Brass 'lilt-STATE Satellite brick home in New estate. Also 1982 28 ft. cylinder, 2 door, 3 speed6 52. Boats-Motors
work on your
bookeeping.
Sales. 11 ft. system Providence. Married Sandpiper Pontoon. 753- with overdrive,
$1.100. 15 Ft MONARCH Bass trees? Topping, prun- a.
Finished Head- completely installed, couples only. No chil- 3525 after 3p.m.
Call 435-4124,
boat. 35 hp Erinrude, foot ing, shaping, complete SEWING Machine RepSend resume to
We service what dren, no pets. Re- rAECuTIVE home ofremoval arid more. Call air. All makes and
board. Also blue $1,785
we sell. Home: 901-642- ferences and deposit. fered for sale at half 1 9 8 0 CADILLAC control trolling motor, HOVER'S
Seville. excellent con- depth finder, $3000. Call
TREE models. Industrial. home
P.O. Box 453,
and cinnamon 0295 Office: Call 492-8594.
replacement cost. Ser- dition,
SERVICE
for Pro- and commercial. 38 yrs.
loaded. Call 753- 753-0386.
315 Tyson PERT-EC;
-2-1317-u7n: ious inquiries call for
Murray, Ky.
0212 between 17 FT Tni Hull Ski Boat, fessional tree care. experience. All work
oriented rugs. 901-642-5361,
Ave.. Paris, Tenn.
furnished home at next day viewing ap- 7a.m..5p.m.
guaranteed. Kenneth
walk thru windshield, 753-0338.
Panorama Shores. pointment. No agent 1981 DELTA
(1 -large
&
753-2674, Stella,
88 Old-, 150 h.p. Mercury, power )DD job specialist,
26. TV -Radio
5200/rent. Deposit re- please. 438-2333.
ceiling
fans,
Ky.
electrical,
smobile,
fully
equipted,
tilt and trim, tandem
1-small)
PROCESS MAIL- 178
15 BLACK and White quired. Married couples
excellent condition, low trailer. Must see. Ex- plumbing. fencing. You TREEWORK, complete
per hundred! No exF'OR Full Time Rea
435-4369 or
TV,, almost new, $40. preferred. 436-2755.
mileage. 247-0744 after cellent condition. 753- name it, I do it. You removal, topping or
perience. Part or full
Estate Service, :contact 5p.m. Must sell, lost job.
buy, I install. You trimming
19" Sony color TV.. 5
9131 or after 5p.m
Ex•
435-4354
37.
Livestock-Supp
lies
time. Start imKopperud
Realty,
753break, I fix. Call 438- perienced. Reasonable
years old, $75. 759-4406.
753-4729.
mediately. Details-send
2868.
After
IS"
BkW Walnut FOR Sale Beautiful ld 1222. We currently have
p.m.
6
rates. 753-0211.
self-addressed stamped
53 Services Offered
ont
cabinet T.V. Almost m
it over 1130 properties for
envelope to CRI-N41,
FOR SALE
new picture tube, worts old American Sad- sale.
APPLIANCE SERBox 9014, Stilart, FL B.R. maple dinette, 4 good.
FOR Sale By Owner.
dlebred colt. 489-2462.
Locally
Call
owned
753-5569.
TLC Cleaning Service
new
chairs, light oak coffee
VICE. KenmOre.
33495.
Paris Landing, Tentrade-ins.
car
and 2 lamp tables, 27. Mobile Homes
Westing
house,
38. Pets-Supplies
Introducing Our
nessee • See Little Eagle
for
Sale
9. Situation Wanted
Whirlpool. 21 years
Coleman electric fur
Previous ownership
Mini Farms, only ,8
12 x 60,
elecbAc, car AKC Austrian Cattle
REVOLU
experience. Parts and
TIONARY NEW
upon
request.
tracts
flABYSITTING, your nace. Presidential 753-5464
No
to
„choose
from.
or 753-6505, Dog puppy and adults.
service. Bobby Hopper,
home. Call Darla, 489- model, 200 amp, 2 table aaking. $3,900.
cars purchased at
CARPET DRY
Champion parents. Dad 2% to 31 acre sites.
lamps,
Bob's
full
satin
Appliance
quilted
SerTotal
2300. Have references.
acreage 81. BeAuto Auction. Inbedspread, whiskey 12x66 2 BR beautiful shown on "People autifully
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
CLEANING MACHINE
Married, 22.
rolling and
quire
barrel doghouse. 436- wooded 2 acre lot alp Beat". Show and work- partially
759-4872, 753-8886
at
Carroll
•Only One In This Section Of The Country
wooded.
CHILDCARE, exIn
ing.
Free
comformation
barn. 759-4588 or 75S
5821.
(home).
Volkswagen
-Audieveryone's
'Carpet
mind is a
perienced teacher with
Dry In /
1
2 to /
1
2 Hour
and obedience training.
7637.
APPLIANCE repair
dream of a special place
Mazda and Depenmaster's degree will 18. Sewing Machines
Call Today For Our Low Low
work all brands,
11E86 TRAILER and lot, Mary Adelman, to retire, camp or invest
keep ages 2-5. 325 week.
dable
used
Call
cars.
436-2858.
Specialize in Tappen.
INTRODUCTORY PRICE
USED Sewing good condition. 3 miles
where you write your on
753-8728.
Jeff
Oakley,
Call 753-5341 or 354-6958.
Machines. Only $25 East of Murray. Call •AKC Registered Boxer restrictions. I mile to
We Clean With
TEACHER will tutor
pupa, championship
Lovett,
Earl
each Singer Shop, 753- 753-8425.
753-8850
Ky.
lake
Paris
Landing
students after school or
BLOCK Building,
Ky.
1969 GUARDIAN 1t60, bloodlines. $100. Call State Park, Marina
in the summer. For 5323. Murray.
3 BR, 1% bath, re- after 6p.m. 4354232.
759-9754
Hotel and 18 Hole Golf 1981 MONTE Carlo, all basements, garages,
References
details call 753-7129.
759-1834
19. Farm Equipment
asonably priced. Call DOG Obedience, air Course. Traders or power and air, AM/FM footing, floors, driveWAN1 Job caring for
condition room, day and Investors, check this cassette, white lettered ways. Also brick work,
,0 h. LB Forklift 753-7791.
in
•
•
anyone hospitalized or
•
•
•
•
"
•••••••••••••r
,
evening, no jerking out. Would like to sell all tires, sunroof. Call 753- large or small lobs. 24
homebound. Have w/rubber tires, good 1977 14x65 EXTRA nice
•
years experience. 7532 BR trailer. Located In training, humane and together. Priced at less '1291 or 436-2689.
transportation and re- condition. 753-6660.
•
5476.
affection,
•
home or than three cents per 1981 PONTIAC Bon
ferences. 3 years' ex- IN Ford Tractor, excel- Fox Meadows Trailer
•
DO
show.
square
Mary
you
Adelman.
Completely
Ct.
have
dead
set
foot.
or
up
Terms
lent
condition,
$1,100 or
neville Broughm, blue
perience. Willing to
e
unwanted trees that • CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
available. Write or call vinyl top on 2-tone
•
work 7a.m. to 4p.m. best offer. 1973 Honda w/underpinning. 436-2858.
blue
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Monday through Fri- Motorcycle, $350, ex- awnings and central HAVE your dog home James D. Futrell, 405 and silver body, wire need cutting or trees •
protection and guard South 4th Street, wheels, blue velour that need topping? Will •
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
day. Also will do house cellent condition. 1973 heat and air. 759-1983.
SOU° WOOD CAIRNETS II RAISED PANEL DOORS
cleaning. Call 759-7119 Ford Pinto, engine and 1980 LIBERTY 14x53 trained. Boarding and Murray, KY 42071 Day. interior, loaded! New also do other clean up
work
502.753.7668.
such
Bird" • Oak • Walnut • Ch•brry
as
cutting
Nightfront
grooming
kitchen,
753transmissio
furby pron engine,
anytime.
heavy duty 5.7 liter
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
shrubbery or clean up •
newly rebuilt, $200 Call nished, washer and fessionals. Air con- 2394.
diesel engine with
▪ KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
grown
up
areas.
Free ▪ CUSTOM
10. Business Opportunity
753-7849.
dryer. underpinning. ditioned facility. Call 502- FOR Sale by Owner, 4% 12,xxx
12 month estimates.
MALT FURNITURE &
Call 437-4607.
acres with double wide guarantee. 759-1047
air condition. Call 753- 4362858.
FURNITURE REFINISHING
TIT owner: 4 unit apt. CASE Vac Tractor, 8825
becompletely furnished
JOINER'S Tree Ser- •coreerrinvit micas
753-4443.
or
runs
good,
HIDDEN
Hydraulic
VALLEY
hveen
8a.m.-4p.m.
building. Each unit 2
mobile home situated
vice. 30 years ex- • Ore. MO, & See
753-5940
FOR Sale, locally
BR equipped kitchen, good no equipment. MUST Sell immediately, KENNELS now offers
perience. Also' bucket •CHH
owner leaving town, 12 x boarding and grooming less than a mile from
owned new car tradelaundry room. Well $750. Call 759-41357.
truck for hire. Call
70. Shultz Mobile Home, for your dogs and cats Kentucky Lake. All new
1212
ins. Previous ownership
maintained, steady re- 20. Sports Equipment
Murray
Ky
Ma,r1
753-0366.
excellent condition inside at reasonable .rates. carpeting, furnishings
upon request. No cars
ntal. 753-4503
include
matching
and
stove
out,
central
and
heat
Also
AKC
Champion
PADIJCAH
Gunshow
purchase at the Auto AucDESIGN YOURSELF A
air, tied down and un- Bloodline Pomeranian and refrigerator and
tion. Inquire at Carroll
NEW WAY OF LIFE. this weekend. Jaycee
derpinned, Situated on Stud Service. 489-1656 or matching washer and
Volkswagen -Audi Full time/part time. Civic Center. Buy-Selldryer. Acreage includes
quarter acre lot off 94 489-2377.
Mazda and depenable
Realize your ambitions Trade. 851-3377.
East Reduced $1000 for SCOTTISH Terrier pup- large garden spot, apple
through the Shaklee
quick sale. Call 759-1748 pies. 6 weeks old. AKC trees, grape harbor, cars.
Opportunity. Bonus 22. Musical
Call Jeff Oakley,
and hookup spaces for
anytime.
Registered. Call 382-2731.
753-3850
program, bonus car, 12 STRING Ventura
10 trailers, also deep
travel. For Information acoustic guitar with 28. Mobile Homes for Rent SETTER Bird Dogs. weel with new
pump 50. Used Trucks
call J.K. Ashby En- case, like new. $200.
SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1984
After 6p.m. 435-4232.
and holding tank and
I BR, fully furnished,
terprises. 7534699.
Call 753-0225.
central
gas
heat.
Call
3:00
P.M. - RAIN OR SHINE
OWN your own Jean- PIANOS and organs, central air, carpeted, 41. Public Sales
436-2686.
Sportswear, Ladles used and new. Your new furniture. Call
1973 InternaLAKE Property for
THE FARM WAS FORMERLY KNOWN AS
apparel, or children's complete music store. 753-5209. Shady Oaks.
sale, 2 BR cottage with
tional 1 Ton
MOVING SALE L-shaped
store. 300 brand names. LONARDO PIANO CO, NICE 2 BR near
THE ONYX ROGERS NOME PLACE
screened in
214,900 includes initial next to J.C. Penneys. Murray. No pets. 489Good clothing and
Truck
with
front
porch.
3
lots,
2611
inventory, store fix- Paris, Tenn. Specials on
Fare.. Is Legated 10 Miles West Of Murray, 4 Miles West
toys, furniture. 1973 $18,000. Call 753-6660
heavy
duty
tures, training and used organs.
days,0r753tw
30. Business Rentals
s.
Of Lysol V.V.O, 2 Mlles last Of Tni City. Frees Hwy.94 At
Mercury Monterey,
much more. Mr. Tate SPINET piano, very
suspensio
Concord,
and
n
household items and
learpeleo's Oreceary, Take Beech throve Rd.South 1 Mils Te
704-753-4738.
good condition. $800
acres, excellent condipower take off.
more
SELLING do to illness. 753-3716.
The Peres. Slims Pasted!!
tion. aluminum siding,
Mini
Country store, well
Take 94 East to Rte
all appliances, garage,
Good condition.
Warehouse
stocked good business. 3 23. Exterminating
40 ACRES MORE OR LESS
280 to Forrest Road, large workshop, shed.
BR home attached. Call
Call between
Storage Space
Come
see
make
offer.
watch for signs. In382-2479.
SELLING
BY DEED AS ONE TRACT
Call 436-2181.
8-5,
753-8500
.
For
Rent
side if rains Wed
Call Your
14. Want to Buy
GOING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Loos! Professionals
Thursday and Friday. 47. Motorcycles
753-1492
WANTED to buy: Har8 a m. to 7 p.m. on1978 HONDA Goldwing
1974 CLUB Cab Dodge
NO MINIMUMS! * * NO REJECTIONS!
dwood timber. Call
ly 759-1392.
1000, fully dressed
Pickup. good condition
31. Want to Rent
753-0538.
Cycle sound, floor Call 753-0864.
boards, 26,000 miles
WITH Option to buy, 43
15. Articles for Sale
Real Estate
Call 753-7989 after 5p.m
modest 2 BR house in or
1975 Ford Ranger
BL
. Great
1980, 750 HONDA, extra
near Murray. P.O. Box
F-100 4x4, Power
for utility rooms, patio
clean. low milage,
2228, Purye•r, Tn.
753-0414
-;TROUT
Steering,
Power
ceilings, etc.. $4.95
sacrifice $1350 Call 43.38251.
REALTY
Murray's only Home
each. Mid -South
Brakes, Air Condi2606.
owned and operated
32. Apts for Rent
Wholesale, 342 E.
1980 XS 750 Yamaha,
tioning. New Paint,
Lou Ann Phew 753-6843
Washington, Paris, Tn.,
Pest Control Service
I BR unfurnished apt.
cruise, low mileage,
New Rebuilt Engine.
Wayne Moon 753-5086
901-642-2562.
with fireplace, apfairing, saddle bags,
Free Inspection and
W20,000 Actual
Joe L. Kennon 436-15676
pliances furnished.
DELUXE 15 cu. ft.
trunk, matching
Estimates
1912
Coldwater
Rood
Miles. Excellent Con
Lease and deposit rechest type freezer, alhelmets, *1,000.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
most new, $250. Call
dition and Respec
quired. 434-2484.
753-0656.
15021 753-0186
24. Miscellaneous
1110-46137.
1 SMALL apt. at 'New
table
Price Can Be
150 tr Yamaha, new
•
Anytime
Concord, all electric,
ncre
mIx
tires. windshield, low
VUGHTLY used furniSeen At 1400 Vine
JOE L KENNON
mileage, run and looks
ture, coffee table, end $1.85; mortar mix. $80 436-2427.
St. Call 753-4783
Broker
4
good Trade for car,
table, two night tables, $2.65. Joe add" water.
Lammed CBonded
after 5 p.m ask for
truck, boat. 753-2249
foam mattress, box Mid-South Wholesale.
David
after 6p m.
FOR RENT
springs with frame 5100 842 E. Washington,
Paris. Tn., 901-642-2662.
Call 474-6682

IltillIV515151t1L"-ar7.111

BEAUTIFUL

TENDER LOVING CARE

AUCTION
LAND AUCTION

4110

Two nice one
bedroom apart-

E
ea PIONEER* ALPIN
mosrows
CAfl STEIBEID

ments with air
conditioning,
stove
and
refrigerator.
Close
to
Hospital. Call

am

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
'''"ardaa 33VH"
Opened
Today
348.50
Up •
ILM

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
"r1;;;;..7.29
CoMnsd
Today
7.85
Up
38

GOLO 6 SiiviR CUSTOM
11WELIRS OLYMPIC PLAZA
r.lo I 7111
S.1.4
ion !Indy 1)NS

l

759-1987 after
4 p.m.
I

BR duplex, kitchett
den and bath. Call
753-9240
I 111R duplex. Northwood
Subd . $275 per month
756-4406
1 BR unfurnished In
Panorama Shores Appliances furnished, has
garage and utility
room. No children or
pets 4111144841

AUCTION
Three bedroom, two bath home on Forrest Road.
Family room with ceiling fan and wood-burning stove.
Bay window and open beam ceiling in living room
Cypress home on three acres of land. Owner leaving
Murray must sell! 10% down on day of sale with
balance within 30 days.
Auctioneer: Dan Miller
Anna'Requarth, Roberts Realty
For more information contact Roberts Realty at
753-1651. Located on corner of South 12th and
Sycamore. Fliers available.
Auction sale July 14th, Saturday, 3:00 P.M. House
open for viewing at 1:30 with Broker available
Take 94 East to Hwy. 280, stay on 280 until you
reach Forrest Road. Watch for skins.

WELL SECLUDED DEER HUNTER PARADISE
SOUTH EAST GRAVES CO. KENTUCKY FARM
ABSOLUTELY THE LAST BIDDER WILL BUT THIS PROPERTY

2111% DOWN Say 011 11111101 Sadone• Sam WIlIde IS Bard
Illeoria• *wad Ass Illiciamdmi0••=••• 011101411r•-•

Terass

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY
15021 623-8066 OR i.502) 623-6388
"THE SELLING MACHINE"

DOE officials say plant closure may be stalled
OAK RIDGE. Tenn
(AP) — The Department of Energy's new
nuclear fuel contract
could draw enough
business for the agency
to stall closing one of its
three uranium enrichment plants, a DOE official says.
DOE owns three
uranium enrichment
plants, the only ones in
the United States. The
plants are in Oak Ridge.
Portsmouth, Ohio, and
Paducah, Ky.
Top DOE officials are
scheduled to visit Japan
on July 28 to try to convince utilities there to
continue buying all of
their enriched uranium,
used to fuel nuclear
power reactors, from
the United States, John
Longenecker, DOE's
deputy assistant
secretary for uranium
enrichment, said
Friday.
Business with the
Japanese accounts for

technology
Ewin Kiser, DOE's
assistant manager for
enrichment, said that
enough new business
"could have some early
Influence" in delaying
plant closings
But he said that DOE
could meet its
customers' current
demands with two
plants
Longenecker said
DOE should know by
Longenecker said It's October if it will have
"still conceivable" that
all three plants will stay
open until the "early
1990s," even though
other department officials said last month
that one of them would
have to be shut down

about one-fourth of
DOE's $2 billion annual
income from enriching
uranium, he said
The department hopes
that with its new, more
flexible contract, it can
keep its other
customers, as well as
gain some new business
Much of its foreign
market has been lost to
cheaper foreign
competition

enough business to keep nuelear fuel.
Longenecker said
all three plants open for
now. October is the DOE plans "to compete
deadline for utilities to for 100 percent of
sign DOE's new, more (Japanese utilities')
lenient enriched business." But he said
he idoesn't expect any of
uranium contract.
Under the existing the Japanese companies
contract, customers .to sign contracts during
aren't permitted to buy the three-day visit later
from other suppliers. this month
Some major U.S.
Under the terms of the
new contract, DOE's utilities have converted
uranium customers to the new contract, incould turn to Europe for cluding Commonwealth
30 percent of their Edison of Chicago,

which this week signed
a $2.7 billion, 30-year
agreement.
Mined uranium is
"enriched" by increasing its content of fissionable material
through a process called
gaseous diffusion, and
then is made into
nuclear reactor fuel.
The U.S. plants have
been running at roughly
45 percent capacity
because of the loss of the
foreign market and

because DOE is
enrichingjeas uranium.
The nuclear power industry, plagued by
public protest and
government regulation,
has failed to grow as
rapidly as was
predicted In the 1970s,
DOE officials said
DOE supplies about 99
percent of the enriched
uranium needed by U.S.
utilities, department officials said. But foreign
utilities, which 10 years

ago got virtually all of
their enriched uranium
from the United States,
now rely on the two
European suppliers for
nearly 70 percent.
As a result, DOE probably will have to close
one of its plants, officials said. Public hearings are being held in
the three cities to determine what impact a
plant closing would
have on the local
economy.

"Higher sales volume
in general could delay
the closing of the first
plant," Longenecker
said. "It's still too early
to speculate ... Anyway,
they'll all be closed in 20
years because of

Death row population
shows increase last year
WASHINGTON (AP) death sentence in
— A record 1,202 in- civilian federal prisons
mates awaited execu- since 1977. The federal
tion in the United States death penalty is conat the end of 1983, and sidered unenforceable,
recent statistics show because it has not been
their chances of revised to conform to
postponing death are the Supreme Court's
rapidly dwindling.
1972 ruling.
The Justice DepartElectrocution remainment's Bureau of ed the most common
Justice Statistics method of execution,
reported Sunday that permitted in 18 states,
the death row popula- but lethal injection was
tion swelled by 13 per- growing in usage. Durcent last year, as 252 ing the year four states
people were sentenced — Arkansas, Montana,
to death and 113 were North Carolina and
Utah — added lethal injection, and Illinois
switched from elecwho were executed, the trocution to injection
largest number since and Nevada from gas to
executions resumed in injection.
1977. The department
As a result, lethal insaid that pace has jection was permitted in
already increased.
13 states at year end.
Thus far this year, Eight states used gas;
another nine have been four used hanging and
executed, bringing the two a firing squad.
total executions in the
Of the 113 inmates
United States by civil who left death row durand military authorities ing the year, 80 had
since 1930 to 4,039.
their sentences overIn addition, 1983 turned but their convicmarked the second tions upheld; 28 had
straight year no inmate their sentences and
got off death row their convictions overbecause of a Supreme turned; 11 had their
Court ruling that a state sentences commuted;
capital punishment law five were executed; five
was unconstitutional. In died of natural causes;
one 1983 ruling, the three died by suicide
court made it easier for and one was killed tryfederal appeals courts ing to escape.
to deny stays of
The median time
execution.
spent on death row was
Since 1972, when the two years and four monSupreme Court first rul- ths, but nearly 30 pered on the constitutionali- cent of the inmates had
ty of the death penalty been there at least four
and voided all existing years. Death row
death sentences, it has prisoners ranged in age
ruled on most of the ma- from 17 to 82, but the
jor, issues surrounding median age was 31.
the death penalty and
There were 500 black
constitutional
Inmates under death
challenges to death
sentence, and blacks
penalty laws have drophave comprised about
ped sharply.
I ni 983, 40 percent of the death
row population since
Massachusetts became
1978, compared to more
the 38th state to pass a
than 50 percent from
new death penalty law.
1968 to 1975. There were
At the end of 1983 only
690 whites on death row,
five states — Connecseven American Indians
ticut, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, South and five Asians.
Dakota and Vermont —
Of the 1,202 inmates,
had death penalty laws 72 were Hispanic. Thirbut no death row teen were women, more
inmates
than three times the
No one has been under 1972 figure.

TV `CHiPS" officer
meets patrolman;
cited for speeding
RAWLINS, Wyo.
(AP) — Larry Wilcox.
the 1965 Rawlins High
School graduate who
made good as Officer
John Baker on the
television series
"CHIPS," met a real
highway patrolman on a
recent trip home
Wyoming Highway
Patrol Trooper Don
Sherrod "was very pleasant *hen hn gave The
the ticket" for speeding,
Wilcox said.
Wilcox said he found
the first few Oars of
celebrity tun, "but the
materialism wore off
quickly and I discovered
that money is not the

true measure of
success."
Coming from a town
of about 12,000 in Wyoming "gives one a good
foundation and keeps
you aware of who you
are," he said, adding he
enjoys returning to
Wyoming "because of
nature."
Wilcox and his
fiancee, Marlene Harmon, visited his 90-yearold grandmother on her
ranch north of Rawlins
and his brother, Randy.
who is serving a term at
the State Penitentiary
for a 1982 arson. Wilcox
said he still believes his
brother innocent

BIG DISCOUNTS ON SLIGHTLY DAMAGED UNITS

216 UNITS DAMAGED BY HAIL
(70 New)(146 Used)

•NEW CARS •NEW PICKUPS •NEW VANS
•USED CARS •USED TRUCKS
(4i1*1ikd:1114:44Z111111:111211141:1711111klitEld:
The Insurance
Company Paid Us
Now The Savings
Are Passed On
To You!

•GM WARRANTY & CAR SERVICE REMAIN
INTACT
•INSPECT ALL DENTS THAT YOU CAN FIND
•NO REASONABLE OFFER WILL BE REFUSED
WE WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 8 PM DURING
THIS SALE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
OPEN JULY 4TH

HEVROLET INC.

U.S 641 S

MURRAY 753-2617

Advertising Supplement

Pro10C13 new •Or warranties
SlIeS101rt
S
and
pickups and some imports

most u con

saw FT1CO MOO

0

&INYIL
ii•oca• -1.00

Philco 12"
Black &White TV

saw '23.00

Fully insulated walls and lid.
Food tray, drain plug & flip-up
handles. 48 quart capacity.

100% solid state.
UHF/VHF capability

eimsotrb - 4.00
volt
CO
.
st
t $19.00

final
net

Final Net
Hairspray

Pro-Une
Curly fats

Regular or super
For that
Curly look

Prix AM/FM Portable
Cassette
Stereo

Disc COMM
15111, toulltkri
electronic flash.
telepnoto lens &
motorized her advonce

Non-aerosol in regular.
ultra-hold. unscented
or ultra-hold unscented
12 ounce

Connie pier e
record_ MSSM ewes
recover.", err.
ereeren *UDC ccerrske

Bug
Killer
I

Tylenol
Extra
Strength
Caplets
SC Gaunt

.

Washcloths
or Dishcloths

Assorted
Bath Towels

Terry weshCroths
in assorted solids and
cotton wattle-weave
dishcloths in assorted colors
One dozen per pock

Forn0u3 brand
nom. See obeXtreel
Terry and reioa
Assorted prints Or,ri
solids Some sight Pregolcrs

TNT Roach & Ant Spray
or Flying Insect Bomb
They're dynamite on pests 11 oz

.

MOsaullok and
otter in:Sects
VI-OCie
5 wafts

Roach $41 Insect 4$
& Ant
Bomb tor

A
A. Bath & Shower Caddy

E. 7 Qt. Vanity Wastebasket

B. Stacking/Storage Bin

F. 5 Compartment

C. 12 In. Serving Tray

Cutlery Tray

D. Bowl Brush & Holder Set

G. Pkg. of 2 Ice Cube Trays

H. 2
/
1
2 Qt. Indoor
Watering

Can

J. 5 Qt. Colander

K. Handy Plastic Basket

rted
to

fai
oto
mos
A 5 Pak
Nock Rack
10 Hoes
tie•
Hoe kock

I

C Pit0 al 10
Mkt-Cooled
Mangoes
0 Pit9 ar 10 Orhs
pn,Hangers

Inch
Non-Stick
Fry Pan

3
/
4
‘
.
9

$3

Pkg. of 4
Safe-rm Bulbs
40, 60, 75 or 100 watts
1,000 hours

A. Ovon-To-Tabie Stonsrwar•
Ramekins(4 In Diam.)
B. Oven-To-Table Stoneware
Servers(43/4 x 7 In.)
C. Assorted Microwave Dishes
(Square, Shell, Oval or Round)

$A
A. Photo Cub*/
la. 1
Pend Holders
I. Antique-Look Photo Frames
11.50
'1 •Miod
•$en
•Lg.

C. 04d Tyrn• P
•15 x 7 M.
x 10 In.
D. 3-Dirnonsior
PSetunes .

FS

Frames
*1.30

E. Ornate Metal
Photo Romeo
C.17 Pc.
Tool Set

s2 F

13 Pc. Drill
ON Set

A. 14 Quart Handled Dishpan
B. 16 Quart Oval Wastebasket
C. I Bushel Round
Laundry Basket
D. 12 Quart Deluxe Pail

Waif1111111111011.11
Photofinishing Special!
TWO SETS OF PRINTS!
12 & 15
exposure

20 & 24
exposure

36
exposure

$300 $400 $600
This week only! •

Not 4sym!able .n ell stores

Lea & Perrins
Worcestershire sauce. 10 ounce

Rinso Laundry
Detergent

Durkee Potato
Sticks 6 pack. . .. .
Bryan Potted Meat
3 ounce cans..................,....,.

Griffin's Mustard
32 ounce jar. Economy size

Heavy duty
42 ounce

Real-Plne
Cleaner

Dow
Cleaners

Final
Touch
Softener

Cleans,
disinfects,
deodorizes
28 ounce

Choose from
bathroom
cleaner,
17 ounce or
oven cleaner,
16 ounce.

Fora softer,
whiter wash.
33 ounce

Sweet'N Low
Powdered artificial sweetener. 100 packets

Efferdent
Tablets

Dr.
Tichenors

Triple
Lanolin Lotion

Dove Liquid
Detergent

Ty-D-Bol
Cleaner

Denture cleaner
96 tablets

Antiseptic
or mouthwash
Bounce.

Hand lotion with
aloe vera 6 ounce

Famous Dove
mildness. 22 ounce.

Extra strength
cleaning. Blue
or green 18 ounce

Soft Soap

Arrid
Extra Dry
Cream
Deodorant
11
/
2ounce

Permobond
Super
Glue

Good News
Disposable razors
by Glitette
Pkg of 3

4 $

Carefree
Panty
Shields

In gold, brown,
blue or white
floral decanter
7,5 ounce

Thin, absorbent protection
30 count

Mends 01+0051
onytung
3 worn tube
Umll 4.

Etageres
Sturdy, highimpact plastic.
For books,
stereo, etc. In
brown or white.

Shellell16

Rug Runners

Fred's Batteries

Made of durable
polypropylene with
non-skid backing
in assorted
stripes 24" x 60"

Choose from
C" or "D"(2k.).
"AA"(4/pk )
or 9 V (1/ok'

t

2$411

pkgs.

ilt1;1

110M1 1-.41k0

neon
Target Thrower
By MTM Plostoc
hand held thrower

Gay Totgets
eanv h.ovv
fdacece Chorroon
orange targets tos of 75

Top-Fitton. Golf Balls
spai.dincs best-selling no-cut
golf ball

Clear
Floor Mats
By Rubber Queen

Super Latex
House Point
Interior or
Exterior White
only 1 gallon

Caliber
Dog Food
Chunk style
dry dog food
25 lb bog

White quantities !esti No rain chocks.

